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What's The Cambridge Patent, who
invented it, and what's it used for? OK, sure,
it's not a machine or a process but an old plat
of land, the original legal assignment of the
hills and hollows, fields and forests found
around here in the Cambridge Valley. So
what?!
So you think you know your Cambridge
area history and what was going on in New
York and throughout America in the early
years? Perhaps, but you may want to read on
anyway because you're likely to find yourself
saying "Hey, I didn't know that!" and "Oh
yeah, no kidding?" For instance, who gave
America and New York their names, when and
why? Who were referred to as Americans for
the first time in recorded history and when?
Do you know where the first permanent
settlers of the Cambridge district came from,
of what ethnic stock? And when the first
social institutions in the area, the churches
and schools, were initially organized? When
were the English colonists no longer subjects
of the King but instead legitimate U.S.
citizens? And how did the formal name The
United States of America find its way into
usage? Speaking of the wisdom of the
Founding Fathers, when was the nation's
chief executive power peacefully transferred
from one established political party to another
for the very first time?
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Foreword
Recently a well-known historian wryly opined that "contemporary historical writing is merely moving
sets of bones from grave to grave and changing old rags for new suits," before he proceeded, ironically
enough, to publish his latest highly-acclaimed work. If that's so, then Robert W. Raymond (1940-1995)
was among the finest of "archaeologist-clothiers" in the retelling of old tales. Beyond dusting off the
cobwebs from the fabric of history's facts - the dates, the place names and actors - Bob Raymond wove
colorful new truths into the tapestry of his latest storyline. In the following pages, reprinted from
Gleanings (the late journal of New Skete Monastery, 1973-1981), we learn that Ethan Allen wasn't quite
the patriot we thought he was. We find that the colonists in rebellion around the Cambridge area in the
summer of 1777 included an obscure White Creek farmer who aided, albeit indirectly, in the stunning
surrender of the Redcoats to the Continentals near Saratoga that autumn. And we read about the
Cambridge Patent, today's headline event, the legal allotment 250 years ago of the surrounding hills and
hollows, forests and meadows that occurred in the English colonies' run up to independence. This short
review is only a snapshot, of course, of over 400 years of white man's habitation in the area, as other
scholars have written (or have yet to write) volumes on the subject. But as another critic quipped, "history
isn't what happened, it's what historians tell us what happened." History is, quite literally, "his story"whether that of the redacted or the redactor - but with healthy scoops of skepticism by the reader toward
historical revisionism (for example, the imaginative Thomas Jefferson-Sally Hemings thesis).
The account unveiled here begins with the initial European venture into the region, toward the end of
the Indian Period, the first of the four familiar eras of New York's narrative, as we're reminded in steel
and concrete at the Quad, the residential towers at SUNY Albany. The year was 1540. The author fills in
some gaps, likely forgotten from our school studies or, as suggested, perhaps one or another of our
"progressive" teachers or school boards left these lessons out of the class plan (invoking their own
agendas?), and we had to swim for ourselves to become immersed and versed in America's roots, in
American historical geography and sociology. The issue of land ownership is broached, the Indians'
belief that the earth, wind and fire, the waters and the critters belong only to the Great Spirit, a belief that
ran counter to the notion imported from across the seas, one of "real estate," of patents and plats and
deeds, and domesticated herds and flocks. Over the following centuries this, of course, took not a few
twists and turns through treaties and trails of tears.
Less than a hundred years after this first contact of resident and traveler, the saga continued when the
Orange-Nassau Court chartered the colony of New Netherland after its hired gun, English navigator
Henry Hudson, had just explored an immense northern expanse of the New World looking for the
Northwest Passage. One of the remarkable discoveries in 1609 was a large natural harbor at the western
end of a long island that narrowed into a water course running due north at tide level for 150 miles, until it
was found to encounter rapids and a major tributary from the west and the home of the Mohegans, and not
the shortcut to Cathay (China). Wending beneath tall palisades and highlands, the Lordly Hudson has
inspired, not only the American classics of literature - the haunting tales of Washington Irving characters
Rip Van Winkle and Ichabod Crane and the art form of the Hudson River School - but has also prompted
some modern geologists to credit this valley as North America's southern-most fjord. Through the early
1600's, Holland lay claim to all lands and bodies of water from the western banks of the Connecticut
River, across the Green Mountains to Hudson's River, all the way down to the shores of the lower
Delaware Valley. For more than four decades in the Dutch Period (1620's-1670's), Fort Orange (at
today's Albany) was the port-of-entry for hunting and trapping supplies required by the white settlers of
the Hoosic watershed, the Owl and the Batten kills. It was also the point of export for pelts trapped along
local streams, typically beaver, which was a form of local currency and highly prized in Europe by the
fashion set. This episode gave way to the English C-o3-cwia3 P-eri-cdafter Dutch management was expelled
in 1664 by London, rather peaceably, as a British fleet with guns trained on New Amsterdam was greeted
by a white flag before lighting off a shot. The Dutch repossessed the island of Manathans briefly in 1673
with its own navy, but a year later the colony was permanently ceded by treaty to England. King Charles
II then granted his newly acquired playground to his brother, James, Duke of York and Albany, who,
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incidentally, never once set foot in the New World, and would himself soon ascend the English Throne.
For the next hundred years, settlement north and east of Fort Orange/Albany accelerated through various
land grants, including the 1761 Cambridge Patent. That year, six men were awarded 31,500 acres by the
provincial governor in what we know today as the Cambridge Valley, to be divided into 100 acre parcels
for the first families to settle in the area. Five turned out to be speculators - including Jacob Lansing
(Lansingburgh) - but one guy actually moved in and felled timbers, shot game and grew crops for himself
and his family, one Edmond Wells, evidently the first British subject to permanently dwell in the
Cambridge district. Within a couple of years others of European stock flocked into the region from
Hebron in the Connecticut Colony near Hartford. While the Dutch and English gentry had already staked
out the prime real estate along the major navigable rivers and lake fronts for easy travel and trade access,
they tossed the scraps, a day or two hike into the back woods, to the Scots, Welsh and Irish, their lesserregarded brethren in those days.
What exactly of significance was going on in these hinterlands, in the hemisphere for that matter, that
particular year? That would have been the French and Indian War (1754-63), just winding down as the
British Army and the provincial militias were booting the French governors off the continent, and
England was making peace with the Iroquois-speaking people of the land. However, the current king,
George III, decreed that no colonist may advance beyond the crest of the Appalachians, nor past New
York's western frontier, as there'd be no troops for protection against any still-hostile natives. For the
more obedient of the Crown's subjects, that was cause enough to begin to settle, to in-fill, the wilderness
tracts of eastern New York Province. On the other hand, Daniel Boone and company down Virginia way
had other ideas as they began spilling over into Kentucky and beyond. His Majesty quickly turned on, not
only the increasingly crowded and evidently petulant Tidewater, but all thirteen crown colonies. One too
many stamp acts brewed a tea party and ignited a new chapter in the story, the birth of a new and very
sovereign nation. This would be delivered at the hands of the quill-bearing, wordsmithing framers and,
when that didn't go over well in the halls of Parliament, our musket-bearing grandfathers (see the Bill of
Rights) and their supportive mid-wives, thrusting New York into its fourth and present epoch, Statehood.
Many of the local place names today echo the drum beats from ancient camp fire councils and the
whacks of axes in the woodlots, resonating the rich and colorful chronicles bequeathed to us by the
indigenous and infiltrators alike who lived here centuries ago. Bob's work explains the whys and the
wherefores of Hoosic and Wallomsac and the others, their suffixes -ic, -ac, -oc. How Vermont was
carved from, not only New York, but also New Hampshire, eventually placing the townships (i.e. towns)
of Cambridge and White Creek, Greenwich, Easton, Jackson and Salem on the map just over the western
boundary of the Green Mountain state. Bob lastly reconstructs for us the buildings used for gathering in
prayer, and for teaching and learning the three, make that the four R's: reading, 'riting and 'rithmatic ...
and religion.
Over Bob Raymond's lifetime (and mine) of half-a-century plus, the Village of Cambridge has
retained a census of around 2000 strong. Sons and daughters have come and gone but the base remains
the same. Cambridge Central athletics, a measure of this trend, waffle between Class C and Class D as
they have for three or more generations. The football team gets a new stadium to match its modern era of
trophies, but no drive-thru fast-food chains have come to town, no tract homes and strip malls are platted
in the old corn fields on the outskirts. Yet the 19th century Cambridge Hotel gets a remake and the old
Rail Yard-Freight Depot a new life. Folks hereabout passionately cherish and protect their heritage.
Outside the lines of Washington County, this fertile valley is but a little-known microcosm of Middle
America - Americana, if you will - one of tens of thousands like it from Maine to Alaska with its culture
and four dramatic seasons aptly captured by a Moses, whether a Grandma or a great-grandson (Will). It's
a charming yet hardy little backwater of the ebbs and flows of a faster pace "out there" whose waves only
rarely wash against it, tidal surges found a half hour or an hour's drive west along the Adirondack
Northway amidst the greenings of spring and Saratoga's tracks of summertime, or eastward with busloads
of urban leaf-peepers and skiers high up the slopes of Vermont. Cambridge today is much the village of
WWII, of our grandparents, to be sure to the relief of many who live here. A cynic says those who look
long and hard to the past dwell in it, are stuck in it. But ask most any resident and he or she will likely
rebut that they like it like that, thank you very much.

My older brother Bob liked it like that. He relished giving his take on mankind's quests, especially
those of the old Anglos and of the Revolutionaries of the home district. He was a rabid Covered Bridge
preservationist, an originalist who'd say the technology of sharpened metal set against hardwood is a lost
art; but wrapped in timber cross-trusses are the very character and soul of the colonial, a true role model
for today's American patriot. While the "savages" of the Northeast knew the bark canoe and the bow-andarrow, and a millennium ago could align a solstice in stones, they missed the basic machines like the
wheel and the sail, and applied metallurgy for the plow and the gun never dawned on them. Tragically,
and unbeknownst to all at the time, microbiology and immune systems conspired against the natives when
benign European diseases borne invisibly through cloven-hoofed stock decimated local populations.
While the noble Redman embraced their oral traditions and histories, they created precious little in the
way of written language - Iroquoian, Algonquian and the others - leaving no vast libraries of classic
"Indian Literature." Many tribes certainly left legacies of profound wisdom from their elders and some
forged important confederacies, legal templates for our legitimate consideration, but others slaughtered
each other mercilessly with little help from white man. Thus, nobility may lie in the eye of the beholder.
Those who knew Bob, a 1958 graduate of Cambridge Central School, knew that once he rolled out the
latest noble subject he'd become intimate with, his words were vibrant and technically precise as his
story, or his latest plan, unfolded. Sadly he passed away shortly before the payoff of a major task toward
the end of his life of 54 years: He served on the committee to create the latest of the National Service
Memorials at the town park by the Library, but never saw their installations in the summers of 1995 and
'96. The names of much of Cambridge's citizenry are recorded for posterity there in bronze and stone.
Bob Raymond wielded not a chisel but a sketchpad, a camera, a keyboard. He was a Son of the
Massachusetts Bay Colony (1629), of the American Revolution (ancestor Corporal Nathaniel Raymond,
Connecticut Militia, faced the daunting British at Flatbush in 1776), and of all subsequent campaigns for
America's liberty. Bob was himself a US Navy veteran of the Vietnam era and a descendant of three
straight generations of West Pointers, the second of whom, Robert Rossiter Raymond, retired US Army
engineer, settled in Cambridge almost a century ago, in 1920. He arrived with wife Blossom and seven
children, including Bob's father, Charles W. Raymond II (1909-1989), a West Point artilleryman who
likewise retired in Cambridge, in 1961. Blossom's father, William R. King, also a USMA graduate and
Army engineer, was a native of Eagle Bridge. It's said that the name for the little burg was the idea of his
father John King who modestly declined the suggestion of Kingsbridge, for the family sawmill business
established at the confluence of the Owl Kill and Hoosic. The old eagles on the steel bridge seen there
today - in fact, Mexican eagles - tell another story for another time. But in its heyday Eagle Bridge was
quite the railroad center for lines running between Troy via Cambridge and up to Rutland, or switched
through to Bennington and North Adams and then, passing through the Hoosac Tunnel, on to Boston.
Robert W. Raymond would be among the first today to volunteer to serve on a panel to commemorate
the 250th Anniversary of the Cambridge Patent. Just as we've done here, he'd likely revive this research
of his from a generation ago, but then give it a good shaking out and spruce it up a bit by weaving in
some new naps and textures unfolded from other musty archives, and add more of his authoritative
sketches in pen-and-ink. All to do justice to the Anglicized, colonized, legitimized and nationalized state
of affairs of "Our Town" of two-and-a-half centuries past. Then, not being satisfied with simply calling
the occasion the Bicentaquintennial or some other such derivative, and at the risk of making some of us
blanch, he might pull out a term like Quarter-Millennial Old Cambridge Observance, and - so it rolls off
the tongue, not to mention give it a whimsical little spin - peg it with an acronym like "QUAMOCOB"...
lest we forget the 1990's COMPHROC, The Committee to Raise a Permanent Honor Roll in Old
Cambridge] Ha! He'd not only be enthused to do this, but he'd say he was obliged just to ensure it was
"done right."
Tom Raymond
Beaverton, Oregon
Summer 2010

A History of the Cambridge Area — I
The Early Period c.1540 - c.1750
by Bob Raymond
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The first known appearance of
white Europeans in the Cambridge
area was in 1540. Jean Allefonsce of
St. Ange, France, had a fur trading
post at what is now Albany. His
party paid a visit to the Soquon, or
Oracle, of the Hoosac Indians at
Tioshoke, the present site of Eagle
Bridge. a Soon after, the traders built
a post at the junction of the Walloomsac and Hoosic Rivers called
Fort St. Croix. The high ground on
xvhich the fort was built is cruciform
in plan, inspiring the name. The
post chapel was dedicated to St.
Anthony of Padua and from it, supposedly, Mt. Anthony in Bennington was named. The fort was
used for perhaps thirty years before

FOOTNOTES
1. The Mohicans had a number of
high official positions, just as have
we. Among them were Soquon (the
Owl), Official Seer or Oracle, and
Maquon, Commander-in-Chief of
Soldiers. Soquon's lodge was at
Eagle Bridge and Maquon's was in
the Schagticoke area, probably
around the deep glen cut by the
Hoosic River as it descends to the
Hudson floodplain. Such an area is

abandonment.
In 1609 Henry Hudson landed at
Albany, marking the beginning of a
Dutch settlement there. In 1624 a
group of French-speaking Netherlanders called Walloons settled in
Greenbush near Albany, with the
Dutch. They would migrate every
summer to the Hoosic Valley, setting up camp on the ruins of old Fort
St. Croix, returning to Greenbush in
the autumn. The Indians called the
tributary there Walloon's Creek, or
in their tongue Walloons-ac.2
For the next century and a third
the Cambridge area witnessed continuing turmoil. There were many
struggles, involving the influence of

a highly defensible natural fortress.
The annual convention ground was
at Schodack, overlooking the Hudson below Albany. Here the Mohicans had their Great Fire Place, or
"skod-ac".
At Tioshoke, or Soquon's lodge
an annual spring meeting was held
to foresee what the future had in
store. The pre-Christian red men
were a religious lot, were on the
verge of monotheistic theology, and

the French, Dutch and English in
the competition for the New World;
Indian loyalties to the white factions; and wars between resident
tribes and the Mohawks of the
Iroquois Confederacy. The French
and English pulled and hauled over
the natives, each trying to win them
to its own cause. The Dutch were
Anglicized in a generally peaceful
transition but it took the French and
Indian War to secure English control
over the region. Bitterness ran
centuries-deep between the Mohicans and the Mohawks. Acrid
smoke of their warfare drifted in
these valleys for many generations.3
As the area become increasingly

were fertile ground upon which the
seeds of Christianity could be sown.
A night dance around a huge fire
was used to invoke the unseen
forces that controlled the hunt, the
weather and their very lives. At the
climax of the dancing frenzie, an
animal of the forest would be
flushed from hiding and run or fly
across the ceremonial circle. If a
peaceful creature, such as a hare, a
deer or a bush fowl were flushed,
this was a portent of the Manitou or
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white-settled and Indian ancestral
rangeland diminished, the red man
dwindled in numbers. Those remaining by 1760 were either absorbed into the new demologic
structure, or finally resigned to join
their peoples who had gone north
to Quebec in earlier generations.
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During the Dutch administration
three land grants were issued adjacent to the Cambridge area, the
Hoosic, Saratoga, and Walloomsac
Patents. The first ran two miles
either side of the Hoosic River from
Schagticoke to Hoosick Falls, the
second from Schagticoke northward
up the Hudson and the third up the
Walloomsac River. When the English took over, these patents were

Great Spirit, of good times. If it was
a warlike or predatory animal like a
fox, wolf or hawk, then Hobbamocko, the Evil One, would hold
sway. But the Indians were sophisticated enough to realize that if
things didn't turn out exactly as
shown in the oracle's dance,
perhaps they hadn't interpreted the
signs correctly.
2. There are more than two
hundred different spellings for Walloomsac on record with the Albany
County clerk. The Indians here-

honored and remained in effect.
The present Town of Easton, Washington County, is the "east-town"
of the old Saratoga Paent.

the'topic to be covered in Part Two.

The north boundary of our area
under consideration is the Batten
Kill. The Indians called it the Ondawa. A Dutch fur trader, Bartholomew Van Hogleboom, worked
the creek in his trade and it became
known as Bart's Kill, "kill" being the
Dutch for creek or stream. The name
corrupted to Botskill then finally to
Batten Kill.

TO BE CONTINUED

Just prior to the American Revolution, another struggle was brewing
in these valleys, one that would not
be finally resolved until 1814. That is

abouts had no written phonetic
alphabet. The Dutch, English and
French had their own peculiar ways
of spelling and pronunciation, so
there is little wonder why there is
such profusion in place names. Little knowledge remains of the Mohican tongue, but we do know that the
suffix -ac, -ic, -oc, -uc means "the
place of" or "whereabouts."
3. The Cambridge area was a
strategic crossroads in early times.
The great north-south route was the
Champlain Valley. Coming south-

ward from Canada, a traveler, be he
warrior or trader, would come down
to the Hoosic Valley. He could then
turn westward to the Hudson and
continue south or westward up the
Mohawk Valley. Or he could turn
eastward through one of several
passes in the Green-Berkshire
ranges and reach the Connecticut or
continue eastward to Boston and the
Cape.
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A History of the Cambridge Area — II
Settling the Land
The Dispute
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The land lying north of Massachusetts, south of Canada, west of
the Connecticut River, and east of
the Hudson River was disputed by
the provinces of New York and New
Hampshire. (The Cambridge area
lies within this region.) While New
York rightfully extended eastward
to the Connecticut, Governor Benning Wentworth of New Hampshire
began issuing grants of land west of
it to his people. Bennington was established early, deep in New York
territory. Governor Colden of New
York also began to grant townships,
among the first being Cambridge
Patent.
In 1751 both governments went
before the Lords of Trade and the
Privy Council in London to settle the
issue. The Council delayed decision
until 1754, then ruled in favor of
New York. By that time, Wentworth
had made such inroads that he
would not back down, so the problem continued.
The New Hampshire governor
employed a man named Ethan Allen, who worked out of Bennington,
to persuade the Yorkers in the region to give up their land. Having
paid good money for the right to

-R.W, Raymond
settle as New Yorkers, they were not
about to leave. Allen's techniques of
salesmanship included night raids
on isolated homesteads, barnburning, killing livestock, beating
and threatening. Ethan Allen was a
guerrilla leader and the Bennington
Mob was his army.
In spite of the above, open war
never flared up between the two
provinces- The sheriff of Albany
once ventured out with a force of
three hundred men to evict the New
Hampshire squatters, but he halted
at Henry Bridge in North Bennington when it was realized they
had become more than "a few squatters."
When the revolution with England broke out, New Hampshire's
Wentworth fled to Canada with
other loyalists. Allen, an opportunist, threw in his lot with the rebellion. He is remembered for his
capture of Fort Ticonderoga, which
tactically involved no more personal
risk than a raid on a hen coop.
Nonetheless it was strategically important. Over two hundred cannon
vital to the cause were guarded by a
sleepy handful of British troops and
were quickly seized in a pre-dawn
attack.
In light of this raid, General
Schuyler authorized the forming of
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the New York Regiment of Green
Mountain Boys, with Colonel Seth
Warner in command. The Boys
elected Warner as their leader,
knowing him to be a true soldier and
gentleman, over Allen, who was
not.
Allen managed to wangle an independent commission as colonel
and went with Montgomery against
Montreal. There, against all orders,
he led an uncoordinated assault
upon a fortress vastly more formidable than Ticonderoga and was ignominiously captured September
24, 1775. He cooled his heels in an
English prison for the next two
years, then he was returned in a
prisoner exchange at New York.
General Washington offered
Allen a brevet commission, but he
refused it, returning to Bennington,
where he never lifted another finger
in the cause of American Independence. What he did instead was
help promote the idea of a separate
Vermont. This entity was to be an
independent, sovereign nation. The
typical Vermonters were neutral but
sympathetic with Canada and the
British. Allen is known to have written Canadian Governor Haldimand
that "I will do everything in my
power to make this State a British
province."

The Famous Battle
There were true patriots hereabouts, Tories and Loyalists notwithstanding. The Revolution rumbled and flared all around. The
names Bennington and Saratoga are
known to all American schoolchildren who have been lucky enough
to have had history offered in their
schools. (Half of all Americans alive
today are sadly oblivious to their nation's geography and historical
heritage.) But the battles of Bennington and Saratoga were fought
at neither of those places. What we
know today as Schuylerville was
host to the battle of Saratoga in September and October of 1777. Earlier,
in August, the British had sent a
contingent of Tories, Indians, and
Hessian mercenaries under Colonel
Baum to seize military stores at Bennington. They never got there. At
the North Hoosick pass of the Walloomsac River, several miles southwest, they were bested by Stark's
Regulars, Warner's Green Mountain Boys, and a tiny handful of
White Creek farmers who are nearly
lost to history.
The Americans had been waiting
for Baum for several days, having
anticipated the British move on the
armory at Bennington. Stark set a
trap and dug his forces into the
meadows around the pass leading
to the bait. At the entrance of the
pass stood St. Croix Bridge (the site
of which today undergoes obliteration by modern highway construction). Van Schaick's gristmill was
nearby, and on the afternoon of
August 13, 1777, it was seized bv an

advanced party of Baum's troops.
Its large store of flour was confiscated. At eight o'clock the next
morning the main column arrived
and crossed the bridge, heading for
the Battlefield and destiny. The following day, Friday, August 15, it
rained hard all day, making battle
with flintlock muskets and muzzleloading cannon impossible. This in
turn gave Baum time to dig in and
fortify a knoll overlooking the river
and Mellen's Bridge.
The Outcome
Saturday, August 16, dawned
clear and warm, and as the sun
climbed across the sky the smoke
and rumbling of battle drifted
through the valley. It was a long,
bitter struggle, climaxed by the explosion in Baum's hilltop redoubt of
an ammunition van. The Hessians,
momentarily stunned, were overwhelmed in a frantic American infantry charge with bayonets,
against which there was no defense.
Later, in their exhaustion and in the
exuberance of victory, the Americans were nearly caught off guard.
A relief column of fresh troops,
under Colonel Breymann, coming
to Baum's aid, was approaching St.
Croix Bridge.
Fortunately for the Americans,
William Gillmore, a Post Corners
farmer working his fields, heard the
thunder of the distant battle, unhitched his oxen, and set off across
the hills toward the fighting. Together with a small band of others
with muskets in hand, he arrived at
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St. Croix ahead of Breymann and
began tearing up the floor of the
bridge. As the last plank rattled to
the rocks below, the Hessians
rounded into veiw and the farmers
withdrew amid a hail of bullets.
Thirty precious minutes passed before the column could resume its
march, but it was the margin needed
by Stark to reorganize and brace for
the attack.
Had Breymann fallen upon the
Americans any earlier, the Battle of
Bennington would have gone to the
British. And as Bennington went, so
may have turned the tide at
Saratoga a few weeks later, changing the outlook for a French Alliance
and the prospects for independence
and a United States of America. William Gilmore, a name to remember!
With the Revolution ended, with
British influence in North America
greatly diminished, and with the
newly-united States squabbling
among themselves, Vermont made
its move toward sovereignty. But
the Vermont Republic was shortlived. Landlocked, without a window on the sea in an age of vital
dependence on maritime trade, she
quickly joined the Union of her
neighbors.
A joint New York-Vermont commission was set up to define, survey, and mark the boundary between the two states, a task that was
finally completed by 1816.
While all of this was transpiring,
the land around Cambridge was
being settled in bits and pieces. The
accompanying map will be of help in
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filling in the jigsaw puzzle of land
grants.

Real Estate

As mentioned in Part One, the
Dutch had established themselves
in this area chiefly along the major
river valleys. The Saratoga, Hoosic,
and Walloomsac Patents and St.
Croix Manor were all pre-English.
The real founder of Cambridge and
its environs was the royal governor
of New York, Cadwallader Golden,
in office between 1760 and 1774.
All the land that had not already
been deeded by the Indians to the
Dutch was secured by Golden on
May 20, 1761, from Jacob, alias
Schenk, the last remaining "Indian
of the Tribe of Schachticook Indians
who have all Deserted to Canada"
(Vol. II, page 62, Indian Deeds,
State Land Board), for the consideration of fifty Spanish dollars. This
included, for our own interest, all
the land north of the Hoosic grants,
south of the Battenkill River, east of
Easton to a line about a mile and a
half east of the present-day New
York-Vermont state line, or "to the
High Mountains."
Fifty dollars may seem as ludicrous as the twenty-four-dollar deal
the Dutch made for Manhattan Island. It must be realized, however,
that this was in a time when a good
skinning knife, axe head, or musket
was worth far more to an Indian
than many miles of empty acreage.
In addition, for men to possess land
was a new concept to the Indian,

introduced to him by the Europeans. He believed that no one
could anymore presume to own the
land than he could own the sky. (In
a way he was right. Even today we
speak of "real estate," which is derived from "royal" or "belonging to
the king." We may hold a deed as a
right of occupancy to the land, but
through taxes we pay a form of rent
to a landlord, the government.)
Convinced by white men that he
owned the land, the Indian had no
inhibitions about trading his
newly-bestowed possession for
something he could actually use.

The Patent
Before going into the chronology
of the land grants in the Cambridge
District, a brief description of the patent system is in order. The government, in this case the Province of
New York, having duly secured title
to an area of unsettled territory,
would seek to have it added to its
revenue-producing capacity. It
would solicit prominent businessmen, loyal English subjects
•with a good head for management,
to organize a company or corporation to settle the areas assigned
them. The land, having been surveyed already by the government
and marked off into great lots, was
familiar to the organizers. They had
a fairly good notion as to where
farms would be, where villages
would go, the routes of roads and
highways, which land was suited
for what purpose, the best and the
worst soil, water, and forest. The
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patentee was expected to produce
results quickly. Families and individuals with a pioneering spirit
were enlisted to actually go in and
settle. Farming was paramount.
Criteria were set down as to how
many acres had to be cleared and
planted within a certain time. Initially, settlers were only tenants,
paying a percentage to the organizers, but they had options of ownership as the years passed and more
acreage was developed.
Here is a chronology of the patents issued for the Cambridge District: July 23, 1761, Cambridge Patent — 31,500 acres; November 21,
1761, Van Corlaer and Lake Patent
— 5,000 acres; May 11, 1762, Schermerhorn Patent —10,000 acres. The
military patents, issued to reduced
British officers after the Frenchand-Indian War: June 10, 1765, Lt.
John Gregor — 2,000 acres; July 12,
1765, Lt. James Bain — 2,000 acres,
Lt. Ann Gorgon — 2,000 acres, Maj.
Duncan MacVicar — 5,000 acres;
October 11, 1765, Lts. James Grant
and Archibald Campbell — 4,000
acres. Then, October 21, 1765, Embury Patent — 6,000 acres; and
November 3, 1766, Reade-Van
Antwerp Patent — 1,400 acres.
It can be seen that the earlier the
land grant, the larger it is and more
choice in terms of farming. Eventually, every last bit of acreage was
settled, despite its possible unsuitability, in an effort to provide sustenance to a growing economy.
The Reade-Van Antwerp grant
involved a crescent of land left by a

surveyor's error when the Cambridge Patent was laid out.
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The Schermerhorn Patent encompasses the area called Annaquasacook. It was here, between
the On-dawa (swift-water) and the
eastern hills, that in pre-European
times, the warring Iroquois tribe of
Mohawks and the Abenaki's,
Hoosacs, and Algonquins would
come together. It was only at irregular intervals and not for war. As today, there were certain items and
commodities that each side alone
had available to them in their
natural surroundings, but which the
other side needed as well. Copper,
lead, gold, pigments and dyes, certain flints, skins and furs peculiar to
a small region, and salt were some of
the goods that they exchanged. The
Ondawa provided adequate water,
the forests game, and the broad valley open lands on which to camp.
Each side could make a comfortable,
defensible encampment at a respectable distance from the other
and keep an eye out for any
treachery. Level, open ground between them afforded a secure trading spot. Annaquasacook literally
means "the meadows where we met
to trade." To arrange such meetings
must have required a high working
knowledge of the arts of diplomacy,
something we may tend to assign
only to "civilized" cultures.
The Embury Patent was granted
to Philip and Peter Embury. Philip
was the famous pioneer Methodist
preacher who founded in the Cambridge District the first Methodist

church north of New York City and
the second in America. Farming was
quickly found to be impractical on
the thin and rocky soil of the hills
and high hollows which comprised
90% of the Embury tract. Fortunately, his people were able to move
northward across the Batten Kill
into Camden Valley, at the behest of
the Salem organizers, who had not
yet filled out the settlement of East
Salem. There the land was more viable than that which they had abandoned. It is curious to note that, two
centuries later, the New Skete
monks, who had settled initially on
the west bank of the Ondawa on
similar ground to Camden, have
moved in the exact opposite direction, to the thin, rocky heights of the
Embury tract. Actually, New Skete
lies athwart the line of the old patents. Its northern two-thirds is in
Embury, while the remainder of its
land is in Grant and Campbell.
The Town
At first, all this region was in Albany County, to the Canadian border. In 1772 a new county north of
the Battenkill was formed, called
"Charlotte" in honor of Queen
Charlotte, wife of George III. In 1791
the present counties were organized
and Washington county was formed
from towns that had been in Albany
and Charlotte counties.
The Township system is in use
over most of our nation, wherein
each county is subdivided into units
much in the way the states are divided into counties. In many places
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these units are called "townships"
but in New York and northern New
England they are simply "towns."
Settlements are either called "villages" or "cities." Around our large
urban centers the role of the town,
and even the county, has been
eclipsed by metropolitan power.
City dwellers moving to the country
are often confused by the use of the
term "Town of
" It has nothing to do with streets, homes, and
mayors. It is simply a large land
subdivision within the county.
The Town of Cambridge, organized in 1773, was further subdivided in 1816 with the formation
of two new towns, Jackson and
White Creek. There is no post office
in all of the Town of Jackson, although at one time Jackson Center,
near Lake Lauderdale, had one.
Jackson is entirely rural, being
servedby the villages of Cambridge,
Greenwich, and the unincorporated
village of Shushan in the town of
Salem. New Skete lies in the town of
White Creek and uses the postoffice
in the village of Cambridge. The
western part of the village is in the
town of Cambridge, the eastern part
in the town of White Creek.
We have seen a glimpse of the
decades and centuries past in the
drama of this land and how it was
divided, as a loaf of bread is apportioned to the hungry. In the next
articles we shall see the gradual
change from wild, untamed country
to that which we know today.
TO BE CONTINUED.

BENNINC5TON COUNTY, VERMONT

A History of the Cambridge Area
Part III: Churches and Schools
-Robert W. Raymond

Perhaps the first impression a
newcomer to Cambridge sustains is
that there is a church wherever he
looks. There are seven in the village
(including Coila), and others dot the
surrounding countryside. All of
them, save the New Skete Temple,
are over a century standing and
have varied, complex histories.

FIF&T CHURCH IN CAMBR]DGE PATENT 1763-1845
The first religious body in the
Cambridge District was organized
in 1769. It consisted of three distinct
Calvinist groups, reflecting the origins of the early settlers. There were
old-line Scotch-Irish Presbyterians,
New England Presbyterians with
Puritan influence, and Congregationalists. Together they comprised
a sort of union church, served from
time to time by preachers of the
various denominations. In the
spring of 1777 they started building
a house of worship south of the

village beside the cemetery on
Turnpike Road. The Revolutionary
War delayed construction, and it
was not completed until 1793. In its
later years it became known as the
Old Yellow Meeting House.
Those who were of Scotch-Irish
origin left the union church in 1785
and formed the Associate Presbyterian Church of Cambridge on the
Green settlement, called Scotland or
Stevenson's Corners.. toda_y thp
hamlet of Coila. Here they built a
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frame church in 1786 which stood
until 1833. That was replaced in 1834
by the present church, on the same
site.
In 1792 some of the New England
Presbyterians and most of the Congregationalists banded together,
leaving the union church in order to
form the First United Presbyterian
Congregation in Cambridge. Their
first building was the "Old White
Meeting H&use," twiV in 1793. It
stood about where the present A & P

(now Rite-Aid) is. In 1832 they
razed it and built the "Old White
Church" on the same site. In 1872
the present church was built across
the street, and the old one became
the Grange Hall, standing until
1962 when it was demolished to
make room for the A & P. In 1875 a
group of Congregationalists broke
away from this group and built a
church where the Horicon Printers
office now stands. This was a motor
garage from 1910 until it became the
Victory Theatre, the first cinema, in
1919; it burned in 1927.
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The remaining group at the Old
Yellow Meeting House continued to
use it until 1845 when it was sold
and dismantled. They were, themselves, two separate organizations,
the Associate Presbyterian and the
Associate Reformed Church. They
moved into the village in 1845,
building a new church, and in 1858
the two groups combined into the
United Presbyterian Church of
North America. (The term "United
Presbyterian" had been used sixtysix years before the national organization was founded. The 1792 union
of Presbyterians and Congregationalists called itself the First Cambridge United Presbyterian Congregation. The 1858 Associate and
Associate Reformed union is known
today as United Presbyterian.)
From 1858 to 1965, then, Cambridge had three Calvinist churches
(not counting the ephemeral Congregational Chapel of 1875-1910).
These were the First Presbyterian,
or "White Church," at the traffic

SECOND METHODIST CHURCH
(«,,1;f.JN AMERICA, V766-1967
light, the village United Presbyterian, or "Brick Church," between
the Bank and McWhorter's supermarket, and the Coila United Presbyterian. In 1965 the White and
Brick Church congregations merged,
using both buildings for a time. In
1970 the Brick Church was sold to
the Baptists. The Coila U.P. still
remains separate.
Another church edifice in the
Cambridge District with Calvinist
origins is the Whiteside Church of
West Cambridge, first completed in
1801. The Elder Phineas Whiteside,
a Covenanter missionary from
Pennsylvania, came into the region
in 1784 and held services in the
home of Ephraim Cowan. A society
was formed later that was associated
with the union church mentioned
above, and by 1790 the group had its
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own preacher, John Dunlap, who
served for a quarter-century. Before
the church was erected they
gathered for worship in the barn of
John Whiteside.

The Embury Methodist-Episcopal
Church, two doors west of the
Cambridge postoffice, is the house
of worship for the second oldest
Methodist Society in America.
Philip Embury, an Episcopal minister from County Limerick, Ireland,
converted to Methodism under John
Wesley and preached his first sermon in 1766 in New York City,
where he was instrumental in building the first Methodist church, on
John Street, in 1768. Together with
Thomas B. Ash ton he formed the
first Methodist Society north of New
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Embury
MonumentCamaie.nj,
York, at Ashgrove, in 1770. From
there he went to Camden Valley and
worked in the Moravian settlement
of Abraham Binninger. Embury
died in 1773 at the age of 45 and was
buried in the Camden cemetery.
The Ashgrove Society continued
and in 1788 built its first meeting
house near the Ashgrove burying
ground. A new church was built in
1832 on the same site; the old one
was given to the Methodist community at Sandgate, Vermont, having been moved twelve miles across

the snow. (The moving of moderate-sized buildings was common in
the old days. It was cheaper to move
than to build anew. Even a 30' x
50' two story building like the
church could be moved easily using
ox-teams, capstan winches, and
prepared runways on snow.) At this
time also, the remains of Philip
Embury were moved from Camden
to Ashgrove.
In 1835 the new Ashgrove church
was burned by one of its members, a
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zealous monomaniac who believed
the Society had fallen into idolatrous building-worship. Stunned
by the loss, they nevertheless rebuilt, but not in Ashgrove. Their
new church, built in 1836, was located in the village near the Presbyterian Old White Meeting House.
(Actually, a temporary church was
built without sanction in Ashgrove
in 1839 by some of the members
who had not wished to move. A
plain 30' x 40' building, it too was
moved — in 1859 to West Hebron.)

o
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Top to bottom, far left: The First Presbyterian Church, The
Embury Methodist-Episcopal Church; left: The Church of
the Open Bible, The "Brick Church" — now Baptist, and St.
Luke's Episcopal Church; above: St. Patrick's Roman
Catholic Church; below: The Jermain M. E. Church in White
Creek; right: The Coila U. P. Church, the White Creek
schoolhouse, The Center White Creek Baptist Church.
Photos by R. W. Raymond
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the Old Boarding House on West
Main Street. Its most prosperous
period was the decade from 1855 to
1865. A rear wing was added on in
1863. After the Civil War it declined, owing to state educational
policy supporting normal and high
schools rather than tuition-based
academies. The financial depression
of 1873 closed it as a private institution. It came under public operation
as the western of two school districts
in the village. From the early 1890's
until it was torn down in 1922, the
building was used by the Seed
Company as a warehouse. The eastern district was set up in the residence of the late John P. Putnam
and became known as Putnam
Memorial Institute. This stood
where the Park Street garage is now.
The separate districts continued
until 1889 when they were ordered
to combine by the school commission.
In 1891 the Cambridge Union
School was completed, housing all
students from the village, grades
and high school alike. The Union
School burned in August of 1947,
and for four years the students of
Cambridge met for session in various parts of the village. Classrooms
were set up in the Grange Hall, in
Patrician Hall, in the salvaged part
of the Union School, and at the Seed
House.
In 1951 the Cambridge Central
School was opened with a dedicatory speech by Governor Thomas
E. Dewey. It has grown in floorspace many times since then, and
the School District has become one

of the main employers in the area.
The district school system was
established by an act of the state
legislature in 1814. Within a short
time, funded by property taxes, little one-, two-, and three-room
schoolhouses sprang up everywhere. Before the days of motor
transportation, which made the
Central School system possible, the
"one-roomers" were within walking distance of every farm in the
area. A detailed study of the Washington County Atlas of 1866 reveals
a total of thirty six schoolhouses:
twelve in each of the towns of
White Creek, Cambridge, and
Jackson.
As the district school concept
gave way to the present central
system, beginning in the 1920's, the
little schools were closed one by
one. The last one in use was the
White Creek School District No. 3,
where Anna Mary Robertson
learned to read and write. Sessions
were held there into the late 1950's.
As with most of the others, this
building reverted to local, private
ownership and came to be called the
Grandma Moses Schoolhouse. It
was a museum for a while, of
memorabilia pertaining to the famous painter and her life. The
Moses family, strapped for assistance in keeping it going, finally
sold it to the Bennington Museum,
to which it has been moved in recent years.
Many schoolhouses that still
stand have been converted into
dwellings, while one serves the
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Town of Jackson as a meeting hall
and polling place. The "Checkered
House School" on the Turnpike at
the foot of Duell Hollow has been
used in recent years by Fundamentalist groups as a house of worship.
As with other distinctively rural
structures, notably the covered
bridges, the disappearance of the
schoolhouse from the landscape has
been checked to a great extent. Once
wantonly razed, demolished, or
burned to make way for "progress,"
these picturesque reminders are better appreciated for their country
charm by the descendants of those
who actually used them daily.

TO BE CONTINUED

A History of the Cambridge Area
— Part IV: An Unpublished Chapter, 1800s
Gleanings was discontinued after the Fall 1981 edition when the Monks of New Skete focused on a
major new project, building a larger church on the property grounds out in Ash Grove. Whether Part IV of
A History of the Cambridge Area was ever prepared for publication in this journal is uncertain, but one
might speculate on what Robert W. Raymond would have written about, subjects he was familiar with
through meticulous research. First, he'd have likely detailed the region's 19th century transportation and
commerce, including the network of post-roads and turnpikes used by farm wagons and town carriages, as
well as the horse-drawn keelboats negotiating local canals and locks, but soon to be replaced by steampowered vessels. By the 1820's, early industrial technology was changing the face of America and edging
its way slowly but surely into Washington County and the Town of Cambridge. American iron, unbridled
from its limited production after the 1750 British Iron Act was tossed out by the Revolution, was now
forged into abundant stock allowing the East's burgeoning machine shops to turn cylinders into pistons.
James Watt's refined steam engine was now being dropped into vast fleets of river boats and ocean
packets and into the new-fangled tracked "loco-motives". For the first time in history, mankind was able
to move faster than a horse could gallop, swifter than a Yankee clipper could plow the open ocean.
Beginning in this decade river-canals and railroads, interstate trade and agriculture, and heavy mining and
manufacturing around the Great Lakes' states and territories began to shift the nation "Westward Ho!"
Our writer would have reminded us, however, that the Cambridge District wasn't to be left behind.
Farm productivity in the Cambridge Valley would increase dramatically in the 1830's with the inventions
of the automatic reaper and the steel plow. The railroad soon rolled into Washington County as the
Village of Cambridge-North White Creek established itself as a local center for the food stuff, dairy,
lumber and other industries, while significant manufacturing and mining were developed in the greater
region. A chapter of Bob's could have detailed the establishment of slate quarrying in the 1850's for
Northeast roofs and sidewalks dug out of Granville hillsides, as well as the stately marble sawed and
finished from Rutland's digs. He might have discussed the factories for gloves in Gloversville and collars
in "The Collar City" of Troy, which also soon picked up the moniker the "Home of Uncle Sam".
Nationwide, pride and patriotism glowed in the parlors and churches, the taverns and village greens of the
day, and flowed across the pages of a free press throughout the 20 states of 1820. This news came to the
folks of Cambridge in their weekly issue of the Washington County Post and the nearby city dailies, news
flash events to them, American history to us today. More stars were added to the flag in the following
decades, maintaining the balance in the halls of Congress between the Northern free states and the
Southern slave. The rapidly growing nation had spats at both northern and southern borders, settled
diplomatically with Canada - both navies are permanently banned from the Great Lakes - and militarily
with Mexico - the US Navy makes no ports-of-call in Mexican waters (although placing the National
Guard along the border for immigration, illicit drugs and illegal arms control these days seems reasonable
to most, yet troubles others.)
As a consequence, though, by mid-century the free-slave state ratio shifted to the North and thrust the
young country into its stiffest test yet, in the 1860's. Undoubtedly, Bob would have written faithfully on
the Cambridge region's patriotic efforts during the "War to Keep the Nation Whole", aka the Civil War:
troops, materiel and public service. Linked to that, he could have reported on the Underground Railroad,
black slaves fleeing the South during the era, shining daylight on whatever branches might have passed
through the villages around here - hiding places exposed and anti-Fugitive Slave Law sympathizers
unmasked - since the cities of upstate New York to the west were revealed after the war to be hubs for the
covert routes that led deep into the Adirondacks and beyond, into Canada. We know this because the
grandfather of Bob's grandfather, the Reverend Robert Raikes Raymond, a Syracuse minister of the day,
was a fiery abolitionist who rubbed elbows with operators of the illegal networks, and with Frederick
Douglass, Henry Ward Beecher and other advocates of social justice and racial equality, those who
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considered the Constitution's "3/5 a man" to be the nation's early sham, if not shame. But through the
character and resilience of a determined populous, America surmounted this chilling chapter to move
beyond with lessons learned (by most) on regionalism and race relations. And one year after Lee handed
his saber to Grant at Appomattox Courthouse, as the deep wounds of war began to heal across the land
and after a year of grieving over the assassination of President Lincoln, in April of 1866 the Village of
Cambridge was incorporated.
Though Bob was an avid model railroader, Abraham Lincoln was a strong advocate for the real thing,
linking the coasts with track, and Abe regularly sought news of its progress across the heartland; how
ironic he didn't live to see the Golden Spike driven at Promontory Point, UT in May of 1869. One of his
driving interests was the precious metals of the western states finding their way into the federal coffers,
and after the war the nation settled on a silver coinage standard, with gold stock setting the nation's
economic base. In the last quarter of the 19th century, America enjoyed its "Gilded Age" (coined by Mark
Twain) as oil, steel and railroads created wealthy barons, and industrial technology matured through
modernization of materials and methods. For example, leaf springs for a carriage (shortened to "car" and
later lent to the automobile) were now fashioned from finely honed steel, replacing nature's whale
baleens. Fireplaces and whale oil and kerosene lamps for warmth and light, and steam-power for farm and
factory machinery, were pushed aside by the new work-horses of the day, the gasoline engine, the DC and
AC motors, and Tom Edison's tungsten filament; petroleum replaced oats and hay as one and two horsepower became 100 HP and more. Stage mail yielded to the rails and telegraphy, and shortly Alex Bell's
(or was it Eli Gray's?) telephone brought communities and coasts closer. Suburbia was being invented by
the trolley car and central cities were beginning to scrape the skies (the first tower in 1885 in Chicago, not
NYC), which mothered the necessary elevator. By the time electric street lights were switched on in
Cambridge in 1891, Al Michelson and Ed Morley had actually measured the speed of light* with mirrors
and beam splitters, rendering the electro-magnetic "ether" mere myth. And it wasn't long before Lee De
Forest's tinkering begat a vacuum tube worthy of radio. Bob Raymond was a student of early technology
and could tell you precisely what Alex Volta and Louie Ampere had to do with the electrical revolution.
In 1886 France gifted America Liberty Illuminating the World, and she's stood tall and inviting in
New York's harbor ever since, drawing the masses from around the planet to Ellis Island, manual laborers
and creative thinkers alike. Runaways and whole families escaping poverty or simply seeking better
opportunities from Northern Europe included 109 Ackleys now found in the Ellis Island logs (from the
early 1890s into the 1920s), over 9000 Bells, almost 4000 Craigs and more than 5000 Dunns. Also
arriving were four Pemricks, 28 Boekers, 38 Records and 39 McMorrises. From the land of good pasta
and vino came ten Barratos, one Canzeri (in 1900), 93 Cristaldis, three Estramontes, eight Furfuros, 678
Sicas and 323 Vitellos. And Bob Raymond's maternal grandfather, Sisto Cervi, from Modena, Italy in
1897, who eventually settled in Denver and fathered, with wife Catherine, a century of leading Colorado
citizens, journalists and cowboys, soldiers, sailors and airmen. And where Bob was born in 1940.
Although such chapters were never printed in Gleanings, Bob was a contributor later in the decade to
the 1988 book Old Cambridge, 1788-1988 (Robert Clay, Carleton Foster, Robert Raymond, Thomas
Shiland, David Thornton). In this 320-page volume, one finds further readings on local landmarks and
institutions in Bob's essays including Covered Bridges in the Cambridge District, Early Mills and
Industry, Garages and Gas Stations, and the Mary McClellan Hospital. Of course, no history of the
Cambridge area would be complete without mention of one of the most venerable of the Valley's
institutions, the CFD, the Cambridge Fire Department, with well over a century of service by a hard corps
of loyal volunteers. This story was also treated ably in Old Cambridge, 1788-1988, in the article One
Hundred and Twenty Two Years of the Cambridge Fire Department, by Charles W. Raymond II.
Additional insight of the CFD was provided by Dave Thornton in his history of the JJ Gray, initially
released in the series "Tales of Old Cambridge" that ran in The Eagle (the Cambridge weekly) during the
1980s, and then was reprinted as a booklet in 2002. Sadly, another stalwart institution of the Village for
over three quarters of a century, the Mary McClellan Hospital, closed its doors in recent years. But as
hope springs eternal, this classic of Edwardian structures will likely find a new purpose in life from its
perch high atop Hospital Hill with its grand view facing to the north and east, toward the ancestral lands
across distant waters from whence the area's original white inhabitants arrived four centuries ago. - TMR
* 186,000 miles per second: "It's not only a good idea, it's the Law" (a bit of Bob's physics humor there).
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Bob Raymond was not only an accomplished historical and technical author
but also a skilled tool-shop craftsman. He's seen here, c.1970,
painstakingly fashioning one of the banyas (domes) that were installed atop
the original chapel at New Skete Monastery, which stood up to over twenty
years of the howling, ice-blasting winds of winter and the stifling sunbaked air of summer, until replaced in the early 1990's. (Bob was laid to
rest at New Skete, not far from his good friend Brother Thomas.)
Photo: Tom Raymond
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Temple of the Transfiguration of Christ,
New Skete Monastery, Cambridge, NY, 1973
Photo: Monks of New Skete
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A thoughtful mind, when it sees a nation 'sflag, sees not the flag only,
but the nation itself; and whatever may be its symbols, its insignia, he
reads chiefly in the flag the government, the principles, the truths, the
history which belongs to the nation that sets it forth.
- The Rev. Henry Ward Beecher (1813-1887)

If you hale from Chile or China, the American flag is_ the White House,
is_ the Pentagon. But if you 're from Maine or Maui, Miami or Medford,
it's your flas, the flag of "We The People". And proud to post it anywhere
home, work, school, church; and anytime, not just (patronizingly?)
on national holidays; this sets apart the so-called
"Citizen of the World", the "One Worlder"from ...
- The American Patriot
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Cambridge Area Historical Timeline
With significant concurrent events in America's story
Edited by Tom Raymond

The American Patriot's Quiz
Thirteen questions every patriotic, conscientious American citizen should consider, with the answers
found underlined in the historical timeline that follows.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

How and when did America get its name; that is, who actually coined the term and in what context?
Who were the first Americans; that is, who were the first people referred to with this term, and when?
Who, where, and when were the first fatalities in the cause of America's freedom?
What, where, and when was the first national body, the direct ancestor to today's Congress, convened
on behalf of all the English-American colonies?
When, and by whom, was the term Americans first applied to the citizens of our nation?
What date is considered the first legal separation of the American colonies from Great Britain?
When was the first usage by Congress of the formal term The United States of America"?
What was the first constitution drafted for the United States, and when; and what was the first foreign
nation to formally recognize this document?
When was the first time the colonists were no longer subjects of the King, but legally were American
citizens?
What day is the anniversary of the US Constitution?
When did the US Constitution actually first become operational?
When was the USA first recognized as a sovereign nation by the world community?
What event marked the very first time that America's chief executive power was transferred
peacefully from one established political party to another?

Bonus Question: George Washington resigned his military commission to become President, and after he
left office he remained a private citizen until his death. True or false?
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Note: Cambridge area events are bolded.
Indian Period
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Pre-history, Paleo-Indian period: "Native Americans", i.e. Northeast Indians
• Consensus theory, c.20,000-7,000 years ago (YA): Entry of people of Asiatic origin into the
New World occurs from the Northwest across the Bering land bridge. Regional occupation is
rapid and widespread, following migrating big game behind retreating glacial lobes of
eastern North America's Laurentide Ice Sheet.
• Alternate, c.42,000-10,000 YA: Radio Carbon-14 dating of tool artifacts in the Chesapeake Bay
area suggests possible migration by boat from Southwest Europe.
Archaic period, c.7,000-2,000 YA: Medium and small game provide sustenance as big game
becomes depleted. Primitive agriculture is developed; fishing gains importance.
• C.4,000 YA: Burial mounds with spear points and calendar-based stone configurations have
been RC-dated near White Creek and other nearby Northeast locations.
Woodland period, c.2,000-500 YA: Iroquoian-speaking Mohawks and Algonquian-speaking
Mahicans are the area's two major indigenous tribes.
C.1000: Norsemen (Vikings) sail west of Greenland; encounters with local populations are recorded,
often hostile. Artifacts indicate brief settlement at the northern tip of Newfoundland, named Vineland.
Also Basque and Breton fishermen may visit from Spain and France.
C.1300-1800: Little Ice Age probably makes human life largely inhospitable in the NE.
Circumstantial evidence for LIA in Northern Hemisphere includes Vikings' permanent retreat from
Canada and Greenland back to Scandinavia by c.1300; Englishman Francis Drake's report of heavy
sleet off No. California, mid-summer 1579; ice flows clogging Delaware River, mid-winter 1776-77.
1492: Christopher Columbus makes landfall in the eastern Caribbean believing he's in the East
Indies. He encounters Arawaks/Caribs; calls them "Indians". He makes three more trips but dies in
1506 still believing he'd found Asia, not recognizing the new hemisphere he'd "discovered".
1507: A fourth great world landmass (today's South America) is recognized in Europe for the first
time. This is the earliest recorded usage of the term America, to honor Venetian explorer Amerigo
Vespucci (erroneously cited as the European discoverer of the New World). The term, a Latinized,
feminine case, ala Europa, Asia, Africa, is coined evidently by Alsatian scholar Matthias Ringmann,
inscribed on a map produced by German scholar-cartographer Martin Waldseemuller '.
Early 1500's: First contacts are made by mainland Northeast and Southeast Indians with Europeans.
French and English, Spanish and Portuguese, Dutch and Swedish mariners go ashore (in the laternamed United States) for provisions and limited inland explorations.
C.1540: Frenchman Jean Fonteneau dit Alfonse (aka Jean Allefonsce) arrives from the north
(via the later-named St. Lawrence River and Lake Champlain) and establishes a trading post
(non-permanent) at present-day Albany.
1578: Earliest recorded usage of term Americans in the English language is applied to the NE Indians
in a report about Englishman Martin Frobisher's exploratory voyage to Canada looking for a
theorized shortcut to Asia, the "Northwest Passage".
1579: The first Holy Mass in English on the North American continent is said by Fr. Francis Fletcher,
Sir Francis Drake's priest, not along the Atlantic Coast but the Pacific, on a beach most likely at Point
Reyes just north of the Golden Gate. Drake and crew camp peacefully among the Coast Miwoks for
six weeks preparing the Golden Hinde for its trans-Pacific crossing. They're almost halfway around
the world on an expedition to raid Spanish shipping under Queen Elizabeth's commission. Their
arrival in Plymouth, England, two years hence, will earn Privateer Drake the honor as history's very
first Sea Captain to circumnavigate the globe in a single voyage. (Ferdinand Magellan never actually
made it himself during his fleet's 1519-22 pioneering voyage.)
1 1000 wood-block prints of the wall-sized map are made and distributed to ecclesiastic, crown and academic
libraries in Europe; only a few have been recovered.
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Dutch Period
•

1609: Henry Hudson, an Englishman sailing for the Netherlands, explores northern North America
looking for the elusive NW Passage. He sails into a large harbor (later to be named New York) and
runs 150 miles north up a river (later named Hudson).

•

1611: On a separate voyage, while sailing in the immense bay in northern Canada that one day bears
his name, Captain Hudson's crew mutinies and sets him, his son and two others adrift in a small
launch; they are never heard from again.

•

1614: The first small Dutch trading post (permanent) is established at present-day Albany to
trade with the Indians. Pelts are exchanged for European manufactured goods and trinkets 2.

•

1622: New Netherland is chartered by the Orange-Nassau Court to the Dutch West India Company
for a commercial venture, claiming a range from the Fresh River (today's Connecticut River), across
the Green Mountains to Hudson's River, down to the South River (the lower Delaware Valley).
The first official colonial settlement is established at Fort Orange (Albany).

•

1624: New Amsterdam is founded, as the colony's capital, on Nut Island (Governor's Island) off the
lower tip of the largest island of the Manathans tribe, where the new settlers graze their cattle. Other
settlements soon appear at Haarlem, at Bronck's estate and across the East River at Breuckelen. The
Dutch colony's emerging essence is secular and liberal, multicultural and multinational, contrary to
most of the religious havens of the English also taking hold in this period.

•

1626: Peter Minuit (pronounced ala the French "Min-wee") is voted by the colonists as the leader of
New Amsterdam, i.e. the military commander. He fashions a plan to forge the colony into a new
American society but his dream ends with his death in 1638 in a Caribbean hurricane.

•

1636: Kiliaen van Rensselaer, diamond merchant and founding director of the West India
Company, purchases land for himself from the Mahicans, surrounding Fort Orange and
extending "two day's hike" away from and nine miles up and down both sides of the river.

•

1638: Willem Kieft assumes governorship of the colony, a stormy tenure rife with conflicts with the
Swedes encroaching in the South River, with the local Indians, with the colonists themselves and the
home country, not a good political mix.

•

1647: Under the direction of the magistrates of the Dutch Republic, the original "Peg-Leg Pete",
Peter Stuyvesant, arrives with fresh legal authority and the muscle of a regiment of soldiers aboard
four ships, to take the reins of the city of New Amsterdam and the colony of New Netherland.

•

1655: Adriaen Van der Donck, a New Netherland jurist and manager, writes Beschreyvinge van
Nienw-Nederlant in the old cursive Dutch (not translated into English until the 19th century). A
Description of New Netherland is considered by scholars to be an early American literary classic
since it's replete with details of the nascent colony, the American wilderness and the indigenous
tribes first encountered here by the Europeans. (Because it is written by an arch-rival of the English
and not in their language, for generations it lacks the cache of e.g. William Bradford's Of Plimouth
Plantation; see 1580's-1620's.)

•

1664: The English expel the Dutch - Stuyvesant, governor - peacefully from New Amsterdam;
Holland is tied up with continuing warfare in Europe and cannot assist in the defense of the colony.
Richard Nicholls assumes first governorship of British colonial New York Province.

•

1673: The Dutch manage to regain control of New Amsterdam.

•

1674: All of New Netherland is permanently ceded by treaty to the English, including the Fort
Orange/Albany area.

2 This is the fourth oldest surviving European settlement in the New World, after Saint Augustine, FL (Spanish,
1565), Jamestown, VA (English, 1607), and Santa Fe, NM (Spanish, 1608).
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Colonial Period — English
•

1497: John Cabot (aka Giovanni Caboto, Venetian navigator) sails for England and explores the
Atlantic coast of Canada, claiming the area for the English King, Henry VII.

•

1580's-1620's: English Crown colonies are established with their own independent charters:
• Virginia Colony on Roanoke Island (in later North Carolina); 1586 failed, returned home; 1587
failed, vanished by 1590. Sir Walter Raleigh is the sponsor, and John White a colonist and artist
of the earliest known water colors featuring the indigenous peoples, their dress and customs.
• Jamestown Colony (VA), 1607, commercial venture. This is the first surviving English colony;
also the site of the first African slaves (1619), which are sold to the English by Dutch traders.
• Plymouth Colony (MA), 1620; religious haven for the Pilgrims; William Bradford is governor.
• John Mason's Colony (NH), 1623; commercial venture, primarily lumber for a depleted England.
• Massachusetts Bay Colony at Salem, 1629; religious haven for the Puritans.

•

1616: Four years before the Pilgrims of Plymouth, possibly a third to half of the indigenous
population in a 200-by-30-mile swath (present day ME to NY) die from European disease brought
ashore probably by fishermen seeking fresh game and water.

•

1634: Despised by Protestants, Roman Catholics finally gain a legal toehold in the English colonies
with their own royal charter, north of VA across the Potowmack River, called Mary-land3.
1634-38: The Pequot War erupts in southern New England between an alliance of the Mass
Bay/Plymouth colonists and the Narragansett/Mohegan tribes arrayed against the Pequots over fur
trade access, resulting essentially in the complete eradication of the Pequots as an extant tribe.
1636: Connecticut Colony is chartered where "bucks cross the river" (Hart-ford), for English,
Scotch, Welsh, Irish. Offspring will seed settlements around Cambridge, New York Province.
• Harvard College is founded, the oldest institution of higher learning in the United States.

•

•

•

1640: The genesis of two stalwart American enterprises, music and publishing, occurs simultaneously
with the first book printed in the Colonies, in Cambridge, MA: The Bay Psalm Book, i.e. the Book of
Psalms translated into English meter with accompanying melody 4.

•

1675-76: Warfare breaks out again between the natives and settlers, this time between an alliance of
all the NE Indians against the New England colonists, called "King Phillips War" (the name given
derisively by the whites to the major chief). Hundreds of settlers and thousands of Indians perish firearms being the difference - before a treaty ends these latest hostilities.
The people of New York State and the
Cambridge District genuinely cherish their
history. This is one of dozens of
historical markers dotting the countryside
in and around the villages of Washington
and neighboring counties.

GREAT NORTHERN WAR TRAIL
C. 1650-1700

O V E R WHICH INDUNS LID
Hl<K ENGLAND C A P T I V t S 1G
C6NAOA OUR:NG INDIAN VW5

(Photo: Ken Sottry)

•

1683: ALBANY COUNTY (NEW YORK PROVINCE) IS ESTABLISHED AND INCLUDES
THE AREA OF THE PRESENT-DAY CAMBRIDGE VALLEY.
3 Flashes of Sr. and Jr. Lord Baltimore's colors of ochre-and-black grace the Oriole, both the bird and the
ballplayer, while the MD state flag and the Ravens' gridiron also sport the barons' checkerboard coat-of-arms.
4 Besides robe-clad choirs and mammoth pipe organs, what hath this single event wrought? Electric guitars and
synthesizers; wax and silicon; 45s, LPs, CDs and iTunes; Memphis R&B, New Orleans jazz, Beach Boys' surf
'n muscle car tunes, cowboy and trucker C&W, hippy 'Frisco classic rock ... all uniquely American (but with
rich European and African influences).
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•

1700: The Anglo population in the English Crown colonies is now more than 250,000.

•

1700-1760: During Europe's "Age of Enlightenment", America begins to realize her own such period
as the Founding Fathers are born into families of both wealth and common standing, born to parents
or raised by mentors who ensure their formal education in the arts and letters beginning in early age.

•

1704: Hebron, Connecticut Colony is initially settled just southeast of Hartford.

•

1706: Benjamin Franklin is born January 17 in Boston. He is to become a preeminent scientist and
inventor - incidentally a left-hander - a printer and postmaster, a diplomat and spy, and the eldest of
the nation's founders and framers of what proves to be a great experiment and enduring experience.

•

1707: Union of England, Wales and Scotland; becomes the United Kingdom, aka Great Britain.

•

1712: ALBANY COUNTY IS SUBDIVIDED INTO DISTRICTS AND THE AREA NORTH
OF SCHAGHTICOKE AND EAST OF SARATOGA IS NAMED THE CAMBRIDGE
DISTRICT s.

•

1722: Samuel Adams is born September 27 in Boston. He will become an important political
philosopher and statesman, and is considered another of the premier Founding Fathers.

•

1731: George Washington is born February 11, Old Style (OS) Calendar, in Westmoreland County,
VA. He will become a Founder, the first great American wartime general and the first U.S. President.
During his lifetime he celebrates his birthday on February 11; the day traditionally remembered,
February 22, is a result of the New Style (NS) Calendar (see the 1750 time point).

•

1734: The Reverend Jonathan Edwards' "hellfire and damnation" sermon, Sinners in the Hands of an
Angry God, is delivered in MA during the decline of Puritan orthodoxy in America, inspiring the
Great Awakening 6.

•

1735: John Adams is born October 30 (NS) in north Braintree (now Quincy), MA, and will become a
Founding Father and the second U.S. President.

•

1739: The Wallomsac Patent is awarded to Stephen Van Rensselaer, named for Waloon
descendents, exiles from southern French-speaking Belgium.

•

1743: Thomas Jefferson is born April 13 (NS) in Shadwell, VA. He will become a scientist and
naturalist, a surveyor and architect, a statesman and diplomat, and a Founder; in fact, the primary
wordsmith of America's framing documents. He'll also become the third U.S. President.

•

1745: John Jay is born December 12 (NS) in New York City. He will become another of the
Founders, co-author of The Federalist Papers, and the first Chief Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court.

•

1750: The Calendar Act of 1750 aligns the OS Gregorian Calendar of Great Britain and the American
provinces to the NS Calendar of the Continent 7 .
• The Iron Act of 1750 limits production of American iron to protect the British iron industry.

•

1751: James Madison is born March 16 in Port Conway, VA. He also will be considered a Founding
Father, another co-author of The Federalist Papers, and will be elected the fourth U.S. President.

•

1754: The French and Indian War ignites throughout the northern Colonies, pitting the British
Crown and colonial militias against the Canadian French and their Native American allies.
5 The exact source of the name Cambridge here is uncertain but likely honors that of the Massachusetts Bay
Colony town or that in England, both places harboring ancestors of the first Albany county managers.
6 In a period of Colonial-European political unrest, this new socio-theological mood challenges religious
interpretation imposed by external authority, giving the individual the power to be the ultimate arbitrator of
truth and an ability to seek one's own personal relationship with God. This sets the tone in America for the
French and Indian War, followed in short time by the Declaration of and War for Independence.
7 This occurs in two phases: The year 1751 immediately begins on 25 March and extends to 31 December (252
days). 1752 begins on 1 January, runs to 2 September, then advances to 14 September (deleting 11 days), and
extends to 31 December (354 days).
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1755 and 1757: Fort Edward and Fort Ann are built during this conflict to protect the settlers.
1755 or 1757: Alexander Hamilton is born (June 11?) on the island of Nevis in the Caribbean; he
moves to America in 1772. Another Founding southpaw, he'll be the third author of The Federalist
Papers. His birthplace alone renders him ineligible for the U.S. Presidency (a valid discussion, then
as now, by inquiring minds); but we're reminded of him today with his image on the US$10 bill.
1755: Stuart Gilbert, a premier American artist, is born in RI. His 1796 unfinished portrait of George
Washington, The Athenaeum, centers today's one dollar bill.
1758: James Monroe is born April 28, Westmoreland County, VA. He will become the Governor of
VA, ambassador to France, and the sixth U.S. President.
1760: King George III assumes the British Throne. The colonial population has grown to 1,500,000.
1760s: Cotton-textile mills begin to populate the waterfalls and cataracts of New England and
Northeast rivers and streams 8.
1761-1763: Many more settlers, of Scotch and Irish descent, arrive in the Cambridge area from
the Connecticut Colony village at Hebron.
1761: THE CAMBRIDGE PATENT IS AWARDED BY NEW YORK PROVINCE
GOVERNOR CADWALLADER COLDEN ... to six men, five of whom are speculators, and
EDMOND WELLS, who settles with his family in the area, evidently in today's ASH GROVE.
1762: The Schermerhorn (Annaquasacook) Patent is assigned.
1763: The Cambridge area's earliest known mills, Huff's Mills, are erected on the Batten Kill
(at today's Shusan), a grist mill and lumber mill for the residents of New Perth (Salem).
• The Treaty of Paris ends the French and Indian War (1754-1763): France cedes Canada to Britain
and the Quebecois grudgingly come under Brit rule, setting off three centuries of separatist angst.
• Virginia Militia officer George Washington resigns his commission and returns to private
plantation farming and surveying in Virginia.
• George III decrees that no colonist may settle past the crest of the Appalachians, to keep peace
with the Indians; but with a growing population, colonials still stream into the Ohio River valley.
1764-1767: Revenue Acts/Stamp Act (stamps affixed to many Colonial exports)/Townshend Act.
These acts unilaterally impose taxes for Great Britain's treasury, to defray cost of the French and
Indian War; soon repealed but still incite Colonists' call of "No Taxation Without Representation".
1765: Under the auspices of "military patents", acreage in the Cambridge area is granted to
British officers mustering out of service after the French and Indian War.
• Major James Cowden opens the area's first tavern in a large log cabin south of the present
Village of Cambridge. Cowden's Tavern is on the post road between Lansingburg and Rutland.
1769: The first religious body is formed in the Cambridge area, a union church of Calvinists.
• A cemetery is established in Salem that eventually becomes the final resting place for over a
hundred Revolutionary War veterans.
• A continent away, Spain begins to build missions along El Camino Real, to bring Christ - via the
Spanish Army - to the natives of California, a mythical place name taken from a novel of the day.
The padres are first to report a smoggy LA Basin, gratis the locals' very own grassy meadow bums.
1770: The first fatalities in the cause of America's freedom: the "Boston Massacre". Five civilians,
taunting English soldiers, are shot dead. Oddly, attorney John Adams (future US Pres) successfully
defends the Redcoats. Paul Revere's popular silverwork depicts the scene, fueling resentment toward
the occupying British Army, quartered by royal edict in private residences (Bill of Rights, anyone?).
8 This industry leads first to sweatshops, then eventually to unions, to child labor laws, and workers' safety and
health standards in America, which today are the most stringent and socially responsible such laws in the world.
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1772: Charlotte County is formed from Albany County in the lands north of the Batten Kill.
• The first Baptist group in the area is founded in White Creek.
1773: THE CAMBRIDGE "DISTRICT" IS ESTABLISHED, COMPRISED OF TODAY'S
TOWNS (townships) OF CAMBRIDGE, JACKSON, AND WHITE CREEK, AND A SLICE
OF VERMONT. (Today it is one of more than twenty cities and towns, districts and crossroads
around the nation named Cambridge.)
1773-74: The Boston "Tea Party" prompts the British to respond with the Repressive Acts (the
"Intolerable Acts", as viewed by the colonists). This action closes Boston harbor, a British general is
installed as Governor of Massachusetts, and many civil liberties are repealed including public
assemblies, i.e. free speech (there you go again: those Bill of Rights).
1774, Summer: The First Continental Congress is held in Philadelphia as delegates arrive from 12
colonies including New York (Georgia absent). This gathering has no legal powers - it cannot levy
taxes nor raise an army - but it's the First national body convened on behalf of all the colonies: "An
attack on one Colony is an attack on all", is the new rallying cry.
1775: The white population of the English American colonies is approximately 4 million.
• Winter: With an original use of the term Americans by a colonist in reference to themselves (and
in fact before any major hostilities commence), SC's Christopher Gadsden urges, "There ought to be
no more New England men, no New Yorkers ... but all of us Americans!"
• April: After a "midnight ride" by Paul Revere, bloody skirmishes erupt at Lexington and
Concord, MA. The Minutemen drive the Redcoats back to Boston, who take significant losses.
• Spring: A grist mill is built in North Hoosic by a Tory (Crown loyalist) named Van Schaick
near the confluence of Little White Creek and the Wallomsac River.
•
May: The Second Continental Congress convenes; commissions George Washington to lead a
Continental Army. He leaves his Virginia plantation life (for several years) and establishes his HQ at
Cambridge, MA, across the Charles River from Boston and the occupying British Army.
• June 14: Official birthday of the US Army. The siege of Boston and Battle of Bunker Hill
(actually on lower Breeds Hill); British fail to capture the higher ground, fall back with heavy losses.
• July: B. Franklin is appointed by the Continental Congress the nation's first Postmaster General.
• Summer: Skirmishes occur on Lake Champlain between flotillas of Continentals and
British. This later inspires Whitehall (Skenesborough) to claim "Birthplace of US Navy".
Several colonial towns along the East Coast can justify a similar claim.
• October 13: Official birthday and place of the US Navy, Philadelphia. An Act of Congress
authorizes an official US Navy, commissioned in this city with the first four war ships outfitted here.
1776, January: Thomas Paine publishes Common Sense, his "sales pitch" for America declaring her
independence from Great Britain.
• March: The British Army is driven out of Boston; the Brit Navy takes the Redcoats to Canada.
• Late June: In Philadelphia, resolution for independence from the King is introduced before
Congress by Thomas Jefferson.
• July 2: His completed draft of "The unanimous Declaration of the thirteen united States of
America" is approved by the delegates on this day, the first legal separation of the English Colonies
from Great Britain 9. At this time, eleven of the English Crown Colonies assume the official status of
State (including the State of Massachusetts Bay), while two become known as Commonwealth,
Pennsylvania and Virginia (to which MA also assumes legal title in 1780).
9 The phrases "nature's God", "Creator" and "sacred honor", invoked by Jefferson, are sanctioned by the
Delegates, seemingly innocuous terms at the time but they seem to confound a few today. Their usage, though,
supports the Founding Fathers' collective assertion that America is chartered upon a monotheistic belief system
that is, if not "trinitarian" (Christian, Anglican, Episcopalian), it firmly resides on a "unitarian" theology, i.e.
deism. Few of the Founders were agnostic: "don't know if there's a God". And certainly none were committed
atheists: "we know for sure there is no God because God can't be proven through Science"; this, the Founders
clearly understood, all too blithely dismisses the ancient and time-tested notion of Faith.
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July 4,1776: The final document of The Declaration of Independence is delivered to the 56 delegates
present, including future presidents John Adams and Thomas Jefferson (George Washington is
absent, at war); signed only by John Hancock that day 10.
• September: First usage by Congress of the fully capitalized term The United States of America.
• Autumn: The British drive the Continental Army out of NYC, who flee across the Hudson to NJ
and beyond to PA. This is General Washington's first humiliating battlefield defeat H .
• Christmas Night: Washington's Continentals cross the Delaware through ice floes, and shortly
capture Trenton and Princeton from the Hessians and Brits, a great morale booster for the Americans.
1777, Spring: Construction is begun on the first church building in the Cambridge area, just
south of the village (but is suspended due to the War).
•

June : First United States flag, by Act of Congress:
13 stars and 13 stripes. This illustration is only one
of several designs (not yet standardized); another
includes a circle of 13 stars.

• July: Philadelphia and other American port cities celebrate the one-year anniversary of The
Declaration of Independence with 13-gun salutes and displays of fireworks.
• George Clinton becomes New York State's first governor.
• Fort Ticonderoga and dozens of cannon are captured from the unsuspecting British by
"The Green Mountain Boys" from Bennington, VT.
• Jane McCrea, an 18-year old living on a farm near Ft. Edward, is kidnapped and
murdered by Indian allies of the English, further inciting the Colonials against the Brits.
• August: A significant skirmish takes place, the "Battle of Bennington" (in eastern New
York farmland); American militia and local farmers prevail by preventing Hessians from
capturing a major armory at Bennington.
• Late Summer: The British capture the Colonials' capital of Philadelphia, another devastating
loss for the Continental Army. Many Loyalists are most accommodating.
• October: The Battle of Saratoga - the Continentals' first major victory over the Redcoats forces the surrender of their Northern Army (marching from Canada, planning to bisect the
colonies by controlling the Hudson River). This convinces France to enter the war as an American
ally the following year, offering military assistance, troops and munitions, and the French Navy.
• November: The Articles of Confederation, drafted by the Continental Congress, become the first
constitution of the United States (ratification by all 13 states is completed in 1781). Morocco is the
first foreign nation to formally recognize the US.
Winter 1777-78: The Continental Army is encamped at Valley Forge, PA; harsh weather, meager
supplies and food, and smallpox make for high troop casualties. Washington's medics experimentally
smear infections from dying soldiers on open wounds of healthy troops, realizing some success in this
pioneering immunization procedure.
10 Many broadsides are printed and distributed and read in public squares to the excitement of most Colonists
(but to the dismay of the Loyalists). In early August, 54 more of the noble delegates (who risked hanging if
caught) sign the document; the last of the 56 does so by 1781.
11 The Royal Navy, the greatest war fleet in history to date, comes to bear off Staten Island: 400 ships,
including 45 Men-of-War (ironically built from American timber) featuring batteries of heavy cannon and
40,000 Redcoats aboard. The British drive the Continentals and provincial militias from Flatbush and Brooklyn
Heights, some surrendering, some escaping across the bay to Manhattan. The Brits then occupy NYC with her
population of 20,000, including many Loyalists. Unspeakable horrors ensue in the holds of POW ships at
anchor in New York harbor, as several thousand Americans perish from starvation and putrid conditions.
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•

1779: Fortress West Point is constructed on a highly defensible site 50 miles up the Hudson River
from NYC and becomes General Washington's new Continental Army HQ 12.
• The US Navy asserts itself on the high seas far from home as the USS Bonhomme Richard defeats
the HMS Serapis, when Captain John Paul Jones and his Sailors and Marines board the British war
vessel in English waters and raise American Colonial colors.

•

1780 and 1781: A major American loss occurs at Charleston, SC, followed by a significant victory in
northern rural NC. Finally, the British are cornered on the James-York peninsula in VA by the
Continental Army and the French Navy. The Brits can only lament "The world turned upside down!",
as General Charles Cornwallis surrenders (October 1781) to Washington at Yorktown, effectively
ending the American Revolutionary War. The total loss of American lives is never determined,
probably many tens of thousands, but at least half likely succumbed to disease and starvation.

•

1781: A Vermont legislature, led by the Green Mountain Boys, is convened to discuss
independence from the US, with delegates from the Cambridge area in attendance. The issue is
hotly debated - VT lacks vital access to the sea - and is only partially supported by the locals.
1782: THE RESIDENTS OF THE CAMBRIDGE AREA SUCCESSFULLY PETITION TO
REMAIN IN NEW YORK STATE (Province).
• Redcoats in the Southern woods get word of the Yorktown surrender the year before, but
evidently "don't get the message". So Washington's 2nd in command, Gen. Nathaniel Greene (17421786), has to drive the Brits back into Savannah and Charleston; the Royal Navy finally loads them
aboard and returns them, along with the NYC troops, back to the now less-than "Merry Old England."

•

•

1783: The first daily newspaper in the US, the Philadelphia Evening Post, institutionalizes the free
press, which serves as an independent, unfettered monitor of an emerging American government.
• Charles Willson Peale, patriarch of a large American family of renowned artists and naturalists,
examines mastodon bones from the Ohio River valley, leading him to open the nation's first natural
history museum in Philadelphia. Thomas Jefferson also becomes an important patron of America's
natural resources, living and extinct.
• Washington Irving is born in NYC. In adulthood, his inkwell will fuel some early classic
American literature in flights of fantasy throughout New York locales, from high in the Catskills to
down in the sleepy hollows of the lower Hudson River valley.
• The first Cambridge area school house of record is constructed at White Creek.
• After significant activity during the Revolutionary War - used as a base of operations by the
Hessians and possibly as a hospital by the Colonials - James Cowden remodels his Cowden's
Tavern with external clapboard and a painted black-and-white checkerboard pattern 13.

Statehood Period
•

1783, September: The Second Treaty of Paris is signed, formally ending hostilities between Great
Britain and the United States. Britain grants US its sovereignty; ratified by the Continental Congress
(January 1784). The colonists are no longer subjects of the King but are now American citizens.
• November: Andrew Elliot departs as the 41st and last British governor of New York Province.
12 A 150-ton link-chain is installed across the Hudson River to the east bank to control possible hostile river
traffic. The fortress never falls to the Redcoats despite American general Benedict Arnold's treasonous effort to
deliver its plans to the British in NYC. Arnold is captured but later escapes and "turns his coat", becoming a
British officer. But he lives his final years in England disdained even by the Brits who highly prize honor and
loyalty (including those of their adversaries).
13 The structure is repainted in 1858 with a red-and-white checkerboard pattern but then is consumed by flames
in 1907. However, it becomes renowned through the folk art of Grandma Moses in her classic 1950 painting
"The Old Checkered House in Winter" (of which she paints several different iterations).
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1785: New York City becomes the nation's capital (until 1790). The District of Columbia is laid out
on the swampy banks of the Potomac River - a geographic compromise between northern and
southern interests - a ten mile square carved out of MD and VA (tilted 45° on the map).
1786: After years of service, veterans of the Revolutionary War receive little of their back pay; the
new nation is now on its own and in a severe economic recession. Retired officers, in a fraternity
named for the Roman general Cincinnatus, are awarded land grants out on the Ohio River and the
Cincinnati establish a settlement there (future home of the Reds and Bengals). However, the enlisted
troops return to their old farms and towns, struggle with low earnings through hard work and are
heavily taxed to defray the war's cost. A rebellion ensues in western MA, led by one Daniel Shays,
soon squelched by the Army, but this adds to a heightened clamor for a new federal legal framework.
1787 (through 1788): The Federalist Papers, sales pitches for a "more perfect union" (a new US
constitution) are published in major newspapers, 85 essays by Hamilton, Jay and Madison.
• May: The Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia elects George Washington as President of
the Convention. He has resigned his military commission in the US Army.
• July: The Northwest Ordinance, the most significant work under the Articles of Confederation,
establishes six new US territories (OH, IN, IL, MI, WS, part of MN). With certain triggers, it
provides for future states with the same legal status as the original 13, equal in size to each other.
• September 17, 1787: Birthday of the United States Constitution H. 39 of 55 delegates at the
Constitutional Convention, from all 13 States, approve the sparse document of 10 pages: "If it's not
in here, it's up to the States". For the first time the Government is subservient to "We The People... ".
1788, March: THE NEW YORK STATE TOWNSHIP ACT AUTHORIZES STATE
TOWNSHIPS, AND THE TOWN (TOWNSHIP) OF CAMBRIDGE IS ESTABLISHED AS A
PART OF ALBANY COUNTY (In future years the town is informally heralded as "OLD
CAMBRIDGE DISTRICT").
• July: New York State ratifies the U.S. Constitution and is admitted to the Union.
• Construction of the Center White Creek Baptist Church is begun (completed in 1808).
1789, March 4: The US Constitution becomes legally operational. The Bill of Rights, the first ten
amendments (required by some states as part of the base document) is finally ratified by 1791.
• April 6: George Washington is unanimously elected the first U.S. President (Federalist Party) in
NYC when Congress counts the ballots of the Electoral College. Inaugurated April 30, his first Veep
is John Adams; his Cabinet: State, Tom Jefferson; Treasury, Alex Hamilton; War, Hank Knox; and
A.G., Ed Randolph. That's it, just four, no Dept. of Butchers or Bakers or Candlestick Makers, no
Horse-and-Buggy czars; pretty slim ops, just enough to face down Europe and give American private
enterprise room to roam. Wife Martha is the nation's first hostess for state dinners and other functions
(legend holds the term "First Lady" is not used until 1849, at the funeral of Dolley Madison.)
• November: For the first time, a US Thanksgiving Day is proclaimed (for this year alone) as a day
of national observance by Pres. Washington: "Whereas it is the duty of all Nations to acknowledge
the providence of Almighty God to obey his will, to be grateful for his benefits, and humbly to implore
his protection and favor .... "
• James Fennimore Cooper is born in NJ. In adulthood his historical fiction earns kudos as some of
the most prominent of early American Lit, including his masterpiece Last of the Mohicans (1826).
14 NH is the ninth State to ratify (June 21, 1788), making it America's highest law. It's designed to place limits
on national government. Many feel this is a static decree not a "living document that changes with the times",
as the fundamental principles of human interaction remain unaltered over time. A high bar for amendment is
imposed: in 222 years only 15 changes have been made (discounting the Bill of Rights and the self-nulling
Prohibition/Repeal acts). Furthermore, a new concept is introduced into the national dialog beyond the words
of the 1776 Declaration: non-establishment of a state religion. Jefferson proffers the term wall to separate
church from state, a term debated by the people and courts over the years. But the practice of faith wasn't
intended to be banished from the public arena (perhaps "filter" is a more prudent term, allowing a little ebb and
flow). Evidence? Abundant reference to the Creator populates, not only the founding documents, our coinage
and our pledge of allegiance, but also the nation's capital city itself, chiseled in stone upon the faces of many a
federal edifice, inside and out, the expressed intent of the Founders, for their time, our time, for all time.
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1790: The first US Census is taken: Almost 4,000,000 citizens in the 13 States and NW Territories,
including 800,000 blacks (90% in the South); Indians not counted but estimated 150,000 (80 tribes).
• The nation's capital is temporarily moved from NYC to Philadelphia as construction of the
District of Columbia is begun on land straddling both sides of the Potomac 15. This takes the better
part of the decade; cornerstones are soon laid for the Capitol building and the Executive Mansion.
• Benjamin Franklin, age 84, dies (April 17), the first of the Founding Fathers to be laid to rest.
1791: WASHINGTON COUNTY IS FORMED FROM ALBANY AND CHARLOTTE
COUNTIES (one of 31 named WASHINGTON nationwide, most common of more than 3100.)
• Vermont satisfies Congress's requirements - population of 60,000, a ratified State Constitution to become the 14th state, with the same rights as the original 13; the model for future US expansion.
With the 14th and 15th stars added to
the flag. Congress now includes two
more stripes, for a total of 15.

1792: The Commonwealth of Kentucky enters the Union
as the 15th state, spun from Virginia's Kentucky County.
• The U.S. Post Office Dept. becomes a Cabinet post.
• Construction of the First United Presbyterian Church begins in Cambridge, sited at the NE
corner of Main and Park streets, across from the village green where the town's Revolutionary
War soldiers had drilled. The "Old White Meeting House" is completed the following year.
1793: The "Old Yellow Meeting House", begun in 1777 just south of Cambridge, is completed.
• The Checkered House is the site of the first Masonic lodge in the Cambridge region.
• The cotton gin ("engine") is perfected, greatly increasing national yields from 10,000 bales a year
to 400,000 by 1820. This makes for "King Cotton", especially in the South, and increasingly drives
demands for slavery, along with tobacco and sugar crops. The first Fugitive Slave Act becomes law.
1796: President George Washington delivers his farewell address, a public letter only - no prattling
speech before Congress. Many long for him to stay on and be crowned "King of America", but he
fully understands the words, and all the attendant consequences, of the New Law.
• After the nation's initial, and successful, two-term presidency, the United States of America is
now fully recognized by the world community as an independent and sovereign nation.
• Tennessee becomes the 16* state. Davy Crockett was "born on a mountaintop" here a decade ago.
1797, March 4: John Adams is inaugurated the second U.S. President (Federalist Party). He and his
wife Abigail are first to occupy the Executive Mansion (not named the White House until 1901 by
President Theodore Roosevelt.)
• The USS Constitution, "Old Ironsides", is launched and becomes a US Naval hero for over 200
years. Still on active duty in Boston harbor, its Sailors are the last to wear the Donald Duck hat.
1798: The weekly newspaper Northern Centinel begins publication in Cambridge (January 1)
and becomes the direct forbear of the Washington County Post, which is run off local presses
continuously for 190 years, through 1988.
• President Adams re-commissions George Washington a Lieutenant General, who serves again as
the senior US Army officer from July 8 to December 14. He participates in planning for a Provisional
Army as war with France appears eminent.
1799: The Great Northern Turnpike Company is incorporated and construction begins in
Lansingburgh, the original route chartered through the Cambridge Valley to Granville.
• The first schoolhouse in the Village of Cambridge is opened on Academy Street.
December 14, 1799: George Washington, age 68, passes away from severe pneumonia and into the
pages of America's, and indeed the World's, chronicles. His chapter endures as one of the most
reflective and powerful, vital and vibrant in "The History of Mankind".
15 The section on the south bank of the river is eventually ceded back to VA as a compromise to the legal
slavery of the day in that state when freed blacks begin to work and settle on the MD side of DC.
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1800: The second Federal Census records over 5,300,000 U.S. citizens; almost 900,000 are slaves.
• The nation's capital is formally relocated from Philadelphia to the District of Columbia.
• The Cambridge Washington Academy is organized; construction begins the next year on a
building near the corner of West Main and Academy streets.
1801, March 4: For the First time, American political power is transferred peacefully from one party
to another as Thomas Jefferson (Democratic-Republican) is inaugurated the third U.S. President 16 .
• Near Newburg in the lower Hudson River Valley, an almost complete set of a Columbian
Mammoth is discovered, and is excavated by C.W. Peale who assembles the Western Hemisphere's
first reconstruction of a fossil species. American scientific discovery assumes a world leadership role.
• In the Mediterranean, the Barbary Coast pirates stir up trouble on the open seas for American and
European shipping, but on "the shores of Tripoli" the US Marines Corps ' 7 establishes another early
chapter of boldness and valor in its long and storied history, and puts an end to it all.
1802: The United States Military Academy at West Point, NY, is established to develop America's
very own corps of military engineers and battlefield tacticians 18.
1803: The Louisiana Purchase doubles the size of the nation, setting the stage for Manifest Destiny,
i.e. expansion to the western ocean, "from sea to shining sea".
• Ohio, with its vital river access to the sea for the interior North, achieves statehood, the 17th.
1804: The Northern Turnpike extends from Lansingburg to Buskirk, crossing the Hoosic River.
The crude, uncovered bridges initially used are subjected to regular flooding and ice damage
and are frequently replaced.
• US Army officers Meriwether Lewis and William Clark head a party of about 30 adventurers into
the "undiscovered" northern American frontier, to the Pacific Ocean and back, during a three-year
Voyage of Discovery. The trek is sponsored by President Jefferson in a quest for what unknowns
America has to offer the world philosophical and scientific community; the returns are abundant.
• Alexander Hamilton, age approx 50, dies of a gunshot wound from a duel with Aaron Burr (who
spends the rest of his life in obscurity as an alcoholic and social pariah).
1805: America's first significant covered bridge - to protect against the elements - is opened over the
Schuylkill River in Philadelphia, labeled "permanent" with an anticipated life span of 40-50 years.
1806: For the first time, funding from the Federal Treasury is authorized to build a national highway,
beginning in the MD panhandle at Cumberland, running west through PA, OH, and IN, and into
central IL, to Vandalia (later this becomes part of iconic US Route 40, "The Lincoln Highway").
1807: If there's a single event heralding America's first Industrial Revolution (c.1810-1860), it's
Robert Fulton's first commercially viable steamboat launched from NYC, which cruises up the
Hudson River to Albany, opening an era of greater mobility for the nation's citizens.
1809: Abraham Lincoln is born (February 12) in Hardin County, KY, in a log cabin 19.
• March 4: James Madison, of diminutive stature yet with a brilliant intellect, is inaugurated as the
fourth U.S. President. His wife Dolley becomes not only an able White House hostess, but a national,
even a political figure in her own right, providing influence and direction for her husband.
16 Jefferson is a widower (since 1782) so several ladies perform various hostess functions for the Executive
Mansion in his term. The nation's first great liberal politician, he spars with the Federalists over States' Rights',
he doubles the size of the country in the purchase of Louisiana Territory from France (illegally? there's no
Constitutional provision); and his personal library seeds the Library of Congress. TJ consistently ranks in the
top five of U.S. Presidents by the two accepted measures: of the general public and academia/historians.
17 Pronounced "core", as in hospital core-man, by anyone with a genuine respect (mutual) for/by the Military.
18 During the Revolutionary War the young nation relied on European engineers for the expertise needed to
build defensive fortifications and other facilities. The school becomes the premier engineering institution in the
world. Its graduates are largely responsible for the network of railroads and harbor works that drive the nation's
rapid growth in the 19* century. The USMA's reputation of unsurpassed academics, and of the service and
sacrifice of its cadets and graduates, through their motto Duty, Honor, Country, endures to the present day.
19 The log cabin is perhaps the genesis, if not the genius, of political party hyperbole: He is later billed "Honest
Abe" and "the Rail Splitter", high testament to his moral character and physical stature (to his humble chagrin.)
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1810: The third National Census registers over 7.2 million U.S. citizens (almost 1.2 million slaves).
1811: Enhancement of inland mobility is anticipated when the Erie Canal Commission reports on the
connection of the Great Lakes "breadbasket" with the Eastern Seaboard population centers 20.
1811-1812, five month span: The New Madrid Fault repeatedly erupts between Saint Louis and
Memphis, in one of the greatest sets of earthquakes in US history - over 2000 shocks, some 8.0 or
greater magnitude, and greater than the 1906 San Francisco 'quake - ringing church bells on the
Eastern seaboard and causing the Mississippi River to flow backward on occasion! Sparse population
renders few casualties.
1812: A canal is proposed from the Hudson River at Fort Edward to Lake Champlain.
• The first significant flood and ice-jam resistant bridge (uncovered) across the Hoosic River
is constructed at Buskirk.
• Louisiana statehood is approved by Congress, the 18th state 21.
1812-1815: For the first time the US Congress declares war on a foreign nation. The War of 1812 is
considered by some America's "Second War of Independence" 2 .
• 1813: Commodore Oliver Hazard Perry defeats the British on Lake Erie, a significant US victory.
• 1814, August: The nation is shocked when the British invade Washington DC, burning the White
House and other federal buildings. With President Madison positioned near one of the front lines
facing the enemy, his wife Dolley and staff manage to save from destruction some of our national
treasures in their residence including the official Stuart Gilbert portrait of George Washington.
• September: As Congress hasn't yet authorized a new US flag with 18 stars, the 15-star banner
waves over Fort McHenry in Baltimore's harbor, inspiring Francis Scott Key's poem that becomes
the lyrics matched to an English pub song, giving rise to the American National Anthem.
• December: Britain's resolve to win the war is worn down and a treaty in Europe ends hostilities.
• Early 1815: News of the pact fails to reach New Orleans before the Redcoats are routed by
Andrew Jackson's army of US regulars and local Acadian ("Cajun"') rag-tags and pirates.
1815: The Cambridge Washington Academy is chartered by the NY State Regents.
1816: THE TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE IS DIVIDED INTO THREE SEPARATE TOWNSHIPS,
INCLUDING JACKSON TO THE NORTH AND WHITE CREEK TO THE EAST.
• The "year without a summer": New York and New England experience an extremely cold
spring and summer from a large volcanic explosion the year before on the other side of the globe
(Mt. Tambora, Indonesia), throwing material into the atmosphere and changing the climate of the
entire planet. It snows throughout the summer; crops fail, people lose their farms and starve,
and a wave of European emigration leads to the settlement of the Midwest.
1816 and 1817: Indiana and Mississippi, the 19th and 20th states, join the nation's roll call.
With five stars added to the US flag in 1817,
for a total of 20, Congress returns the field of
stripes to 13, forever marking the nation's roots
by reflecting its original make-up.

20 The canal is to run from Lake Erie to the Hudson River, 310 miles, 525 ft. fall; estimated cost about
$5,000,000. Vermont, MA, OH and TN pledge financial aid to New York (interestingly, CT, NJ and MI
don't support aid for this canal system); construction begins in 1817.
21 LA is one of two states today with no political subdivisions called counties; here they are called parishes
(AK has boroughs).
22 The cause is primarily two-fold: 1) British impressment of English-born American sailors on the high seas
into the Royal Navy; 2) English inciting Indian hostilities against Americans venturing beyond NW territories.
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1817: James Monroe is inaugurated as the fifth U.S. President. He becomes the architect of the
Monroe Doctrine (actually written by his Secretary of State, in 1823), which declares that the United
States will no longer tolerate further European intervention in the Americas.
1818: The American Dictionary of the English Language is published by Noah Webster, a Yaleeducated attorney 23. Illinois, with 60,000 citizens and a State Constitution, becomes the 21 st state.
1819: Alabama joins the nation, the 22nd state. The Panic of 1819 spreads across America, one of the
nation's major economic crises of the 19th century 24. In the Northeast, though, commerce gets a
boost: the Champlain Canal opens from the Hudson River at Fort Edward to Lake Champlain.
1820: This decade's National Census registers over 9.6 million citizens (over 1.5 million slaves).
• The Missouri Compromise: Maine, the 23rd state - spun off from MA this year - and Missouri, the
24th (1821), enter the Union to maintain the nation's free-slave balance. But this act merely serves to
delay the inevitable, civil war, for another few decades.
1824: The Rensselaer School (later Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, RPI), one of the nation's
most prestigious engineering schools, is founded in Troy.
1825: John Quincy Adams (son of the second president) is inaugurated as the sixth U.S. President.
• Construction of the Erie Canal is completed. Foodstuffs and manufactured goods from the
Great Lakes region begin to flow into the Albany area and find their way into Cambridge
markets and dry goods stores.
1826: The Mohawk and Hudson Railroad (Albany to Schenectady) becomes the first railroad
chartered in New York State, and the first railroad in the nation to be driven by a locomotive
piston engine, rather than horse-drawn or gravity powered.
July 4, 1826: Quite ironically, yet very historically, John Adams, age 91 (at Quincy, MA) and
Thomas Jefferson, 83 (at Monticello, VA) die peacefully in their sleep within a few hours of each
other on the 50th anniversary of the signing of the Declaration of Independence 25.
•

1827: The first successful covered bridge in the
immediate area, the Eagle Toll Bridge is built
over the Hoosic, upstream from Buskirk's
Bridge at (later-named) Eagle Bridge. It will
survive for over eight decades until 1898.

•

1829: Andrew Jackson, "Old Hickory", is sworn in
as the seventh US President. Jacksonian Democracy
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takes root - a voice "by a common man for the
common man."
• John Jay, age 84, dies after a lifetime of steadying influence in the birth of the new republic.
23 With a passion for education and culture and a precision for language, Webster's work, compiled over
twenty years, serves to standardize spelling of American English and legitimizes the use of thousands of
semantic devices (i.e. cultural usage of language). Until this time, the spelling in American prose - documents,
reports and letters - is at the mercy of individual taste and phonetics. See the exhaustive trip reports of Lewis
and Clark: e.g. Ocian in view. 0'! The Joyl (as minted on one of the new Jefferson nickels).
24 This predicament is set off by a large debt from the War of 1812-15, by private western land speculation and
over-investment in manufacturing, and by unsecured credit and national banking politics. This leads to devalued
paper money, no longer redeemable in gold and silver. New federal banking policies ease the crisis by curtailing
credit and standing hard on debt; the banking system is saved but many in the South and West are ruined.
25 Fellow patriots in the quest for independence, Adams and Jefferson become intense political rivals, but later
through correspondence, are great friends until the end. It can be said our National Holiday, as celebrated today
with patriotic pride and pageantry, had its birth on this very day. In 1870, Independence Day becomes an
unpaid day off for federal employees, and in 1938 a paid federal holiday.
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1830-1860: Over the next 30 years, the US Census ramps up from 12.8 million (2 million slaves) to
over 31 million (almost 4 million slaves), as the population center steadily gravitates westward.
• During this period 30,000 more miles of railroad track are laid, mostly in the East. The rails are of
poor construction and prone to failure, proving time and again deadly to passengers and crew.
1831: James Monroe, age 73, dies less than six years after leaving the US presidency.
1832: The Old White Church is built in Cambridge, replacing the 1793 First United
Presbyterian Church on the same site (NE corner of Main and Park streets).
1834: After a dozen years, Fortress Monroe, VA (later Fort Monroe) is completed, the largest stonemasonry fort ever built in America. It commands the entrance to Chesapeake Bay from the Atlantic
and serves to protect Washington D.C. against a repeat of the 1814 disaster at the hands of the British.
• Significant to the development of the Cambridge Valley is the McCormick reaper (invented
in VA), the first of two breakthroughs in the period for modern agriculture.
1835: Samuel Clemens (Mark Twain) is born in MO and becomes a pioneer of popular American
literature, social humor and political satire. It's said he once visited Cambridge - an invited
presentation - then left in his wake his usual acerbic wit on his time spent with Village residents.
1836: The era's second important farming invention for Cambridge and the nation is the
perfection of the John Deere steel plow (in IL), made to till particularly hard and stony terrain.
• James Madison, age 85, passes away, the last survivor of our remarkable Founding Fathers.
• Americans, who migrated west to eke out a living among the jackrabbits and sage, are defeated at
the Alamo by Santa Anna's much larger army. But then Gen Sam Houston's Texicans drive the latter
back to Mexico City, creating a Free Texas... but a decade of new tensions along the Rio Grande.
1837: A political struggle between factions for a single Federal bank vs. private money institutions
triggers a four-year national recession after a banking panic; banks hold next to worthless mortgages
when President Jackson orders public land sales in silver or gold only, no paper currency. Many
Americans across many types of businesses lose their life's savings.
• In a speech at Harvard University entitled The American Scholar, Ralph Waldo Emerson (leading
philosopher and essayist of the day) gives rise to the "American Renaissance" of the 1840's, the first
period of rich American thought and literature, that also of Thoreau, Whitman, Melville, Hawthorne.
Oliver Wendell Holmes calls Emerson's oration our intellectual "Declaration of Independence".
• Martin Van Buren is inaugurated the eighth President, first in a string of eight rather uninspiring
execs who let the nation slide toward civil war over the issues of states' rights and slavery: WH
Harrison (1841), Tyler ('41), Polk ('45), Taylor ('49), Fillmore ('50), Pierce ('53), Buchanan ('57).
1839: The first Roman Catholic Mass in Cambridge is held in a private residence.
1843: Mass migration begins along the Oregon Trail, from Independence, MO. Place names are
taken west: Portland, Albany, Salem, Harrisburg, to name a few, to remind the folks of home.
1844: The Cambridge Washington Academy is expanded.
• Samuel FB Morse develops his code, and telegraphy - dash-dash-dash, dash-dash, dash-dash-dot
(OMG!) - the original text messaging using electrons begins to quickly link far off communities.
1845: Presbyterian and Reformed congregations build a new church in Cambridge.
• The United States Naval Academy is chartered at Annapolis, MD, as the American Navy begins
to establish itself as one of the world's premier fleets for national defense.
• The first formal set of rules for baseball is drafted by the Knickerbocker Base Ball Club of
Manhattan, launching what's often called "America's Pastime", with the Cincinnati Red Stockings
Base Ball Club of c. 1869, and the National League formally chartered in 1876. "Play ball!" 26 .
26 The American League is formed at the turn of the century. One of its teams takes on a moniker considered
by many synonymous with America's greatness for ingenuity and excellence, even philanthropy: the New York
Yankees. The team - which sets the standard for how the game is played with an unmatched record of titles - its
pinstriped image and its Yankee Stadium (two editions), become embedded in the American culture and that of
much of the world. The "Bronx Bombers" are loved by many (but disdained by more than a few; go figure).
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•

1846-48: War is finally declared by Congress on Mexico to protect American interests in the new
State of Texas. (Earlier in the century, after independence from Spain, the Mexican government failing to convince its own citizens to populate its new territory to the north - invited Americans
westward to do so. The Texans soon out-populated the locals and first sought independence, then
admission to the US.) The US Army is victorious in its first campaign fought entirely on foreign soil.
The Mexicans are routed on the plains of northern Mexico - using mobile artillery tactics developed
by West Pointers - and down the East Coast the US Navy lands an Army Expeditionary Force at Vera
Cruz. Planting the Stars-and-Stripes in a foreign country in war for the first time, the Army captures
Chapultepec Fortress and the capital of Mexico City, forcing Mexico's stamp on a peace treaty 27.

•

1848: At Seneca Falls, NY, using the Declaration of Independence as a template, leading female (and
male) voices gather to issue a "Declaration of Sentiments", the nation's first public political meeting
to address women's injustices suffered in a then-male dominated social landscape.
• From 1836 to the present year, the free-slave state balance in the halls of Congress is tenuously
maintained as six new states join the Union - Arkansas ('36), Michigan ('37), Florida ('45), Texas
('45), Iowa ('46) and Wisconsin ('48) - now placing 30 white stars on Old Glory's canton of blue.
1849: The California gold fields are flooded by fortune-seekers from around the nation and the world.
1850's: The free-slave stability begins to unravel with the admissions of the resource-rich, slaveryillegal Western and Northern states of California ('50), Minnesota ('58) and Oregon ('59), and fencesitter Kansas (early '61). Northern abolitionists clash with Southern sympathizers as deadly scorchedearth violence erupts and blood spills across MO and KS and even back East in MD.
1851: Catholic Mass is now being said in an old brick school house on North Park Street.
• A new process for producing steel in high volume is discovered by William Kelly but is later
patented by Henry Bessemer (in 1855). The railroad becomes the prime beneficiary of this new steel,
which makes for more reliable and much safer rails.
• The railroad is constructed into the Cambridge Valley, extending the area's reach across
the Northeast and around the nation, into the Deep South and west to Omaha.

•
•

•

•

1852: Harriet Beecher Stowe (sister of the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher) publishes Life Among The
Lowly (aka Uncle Tom's Cabin), considered America's first novel of important social impact.

•

1853-1855: Saint Patrick's Catholic Church is built on South Park Street.

•

1854: The Whig Party dissolves and is reborn as the Republican Party from the "Free Soilers" and
other nationalistic factions. Abraham Lincoln becomes the "Grand Old Party's" first great champion.

•

1858: Woodlands Cemetery is established in
Cambridge, "a common ground where all can
meet in a spirit of forgiveness and agreement,
undisturbed by the contentions and controversies of the world".
• Another important covered bridge in the
Cambridge area is completed over the Batten
Kill at Shushan.

Shushan

1858

BY MILTON STEVENS
BYPASSED AND PRESERVED IN

• The Lincoln-Douglas Debates, run with no Moderator (who can and do pitch softballs to a
favored party, hardballs to the other), are seven fiery exchanges in 1L during the current term's Senate
race. The contentious discussions put Abe on the national roadmap as he deftly out-duels his
opponent's stance on slavery, and positions himself for a run to the US Presidency in two years.
1860, Sept. 7: Anna Mary Robertson is born in the Town of Jackson. She's a regular Ma, but
an extraordinary Grandma (Moses), and "cousin" to half the folks in Washington County!
27 Ironically, a battalion of a few hundred American (mostly) Irish and German Catholics - who felt they
couldn't train their guns on fellow Roman Catholics - had defected to the Mexican Army; when captured some
of these traitors were hung for sedition. Today Mexico celebrates San Patricia Day in their honor.
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1860, November: Abraham Lincoln is elected US president by slender popular and electoral votes,
but the election pushes South Carolina to secede from the Union in December 28, the first of eleven
Southern states to do so during the winter and following spring.
1861, April: The American Civil War begins in earnest in Charleston, SC harbor as Fort Sumter is
fired upon by Rebel shore batteries 29. Word travels about the nation at the speed of electricity via the
telegraph, and patriotism-driven enmity toward the South is aroused in the North and West. President
Lincoln and Congress do not recognizing the CSA, and the Commander-in-Chief soon defers habeas
corpus in MD (facing Washington on three sides) and in the mid-western territories. Congress also
imposes a federal income tax for the first time, to fund the Union war effort; it expires in 1871 (but
returns for good in WWI, an irresistible intoxicant to tax-and-spend, trillion-dollar-deficit politicians).
1861-65: In response to Lincoln's appeal, various infantry regiments of NY Volunteers are
recruited from southern Washington County, including the 22nd, the 93rd and the 123rd, and the
16th Heavy Artillery. All serve in major battles from First Bull Run to Anteitam, from
Gettysburg to Gen William T. Sherman's "March to the Sea". Thousands of eastern New
Yorkers answer the call to duty and hundreds sacrifice their lives, countless more their limbs,
in striving to keep the nation from shattering (with Europe salivating on the sidelines).
1862: Lincoln finally declares martial law and suspends habeas corpus throughout the entire nation.
In a time of war this is deemed vital to curtail Southern Rebels and Northern "Copperheads".
• March: For the first time in history, heavy armor comes to naval warfare in Hampton Roads, VA
as the USS Monitor and the CSS Virginia (USS Merrimack) slug it out in a two-day standoff.
• September: Lincoln issues his Emancipation Proclamation, to be effective January 1, 1863 30.
• The first local Cambridge area community band is organized, and it plays continuously in
parades and assemblies to the present day (except in times of national service emergency).
1863, June/July: VA's western counties declare loyalty to the Union and WVA becomes the 35 th
State. The new flag bears stars for all 35 States of the USA (including the 11 seceded). At Gettysburg
where the Confederate Army is turned back, and at Vicksburg where the South is sliced in two, "Billy
Yank" waves the 35 Stars over advancing Union lines, further infuriating "Johnny Reb".
• November: Lincoln issues one of the most brilliant pieces of American Lit: The Gettysburg
Address, which inspires our annual Memorial Day for the nation's fallen heroes. Lincoln then
proclaims a national Thanksgiving Day, the final Thursday in November, a tradition maintained to the
present, ala George Washington's Thanks to God (a veritable strike to Jefferson's State-Faith "wall").
1864: Though Gen. George Meade did engineer the victory at Gettysburg the year before, he failed to
chase Gen. Robert E. Lee's retreat back into Dixie, so after a series of mediocre commanding
generals, Lincoln assigns the top slot to Gen. Ulysses S. Grant. The tide turns in the North's favor as
the Union drives into VA, at Godless-named places like the Wilderness and Cold Harbor, and at the
sieges of Petersburg and Richmond. Sherman ("I'll make Georgia howl!") brings a firestorm to
Atlanta and the crop fields but spares Savannah, which he offers to Lincoln as a "Christmas present".
• Silver-rich Nevada (#36) joins the Union, keeping the precious metal out of Confederate hands.
• In a first for public use, the Yosemite Grant is signed by Congress and Lincoln, to preserve for all
time the grandeur of its valley, waterfalls and backcountry (it becomes a US National Park in 1890).
28 This is an illegal act with no such provision in the US Constitution. SC is followed by GA, FL, AL, MS, TX
and LA, and soon VA, AR, NC and TN join the Confederate States of America, drafting a Constitution and
electing Jefferson Davis as President. The first capital is established in Montgomery, AL, but later moves to
Richmond, VA. Border states MD, KY and MO remain in the Union but with populations holding strong Rebel
sympathies. Oddly, some scattered and remote counties in the Deep South remain uninterested in secession.
29 After more than a day of receiving heavy pounding, the US Army Commander strikes the Stars-and-Stripes,
surrendering the fort to the Rebels. To this day this island fort is the single most heavily bombarded site in
world history, yet there are no deaths during the barrage (but two die in the surrendering ceremonial gun salute).
30 This proclamation applies only to the slaves in the South and word of it naturally travels selectively and
slowly throughout the Confederacy. In fact, the blacks in Texas don't learn of this new law until after the war,
in June of 1865; the genesis of the annual celebration today of "Juneteenth".
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1865, April: Lee surrenders his Army of Northern Virginia to Grant - actually turning his saber over
to Gen. Joshua Chamberlain (ME Volunteers) - at Appomattox Courthouse, VA, effectively ending
the American Civil War 31. Photographer Matthew Brady has made a name for himself with his
historic images of battlefield carnage. Nurse Clara Barton heroically does what she can.
• Within days and at the height of national jubilation, President Lincoln is assassinated. Says one
official, "Now he belongs to the ages". This plunges the nation into deep despair. VP A. Johnson
becomes Prez, but is soon ignominiously bound into history, the first impeached. (But not the last,
since the Law trumps all, even at the top, including petty B&E and an 18-min. gap in a tape; and
perjury, albeit re a blue dress, but an indiscretion in We The People's House, on We's time and dime.)
1866, April: THE VILLAGE OF CAMBRIDGE IS INCORPORATED.
• May: The Cambridge Fire Department is established with the formation of the JJ Gray
Engine Company #1 and the JJ Gray Hose Company.
• Saint Luke's Episcopal Church in Cambridge Village is chartered (the first church building
is completed by 1869).
• The Mesabi Iron Range is uncovered in northern MN and becomes the nation's most vital source
of the ore, which helps drive America's second Industrial Revolution (1870-1900).
• Texas cattle, abandoned and free ranging since the Civil War, are rounded up and driven north to
Denver, Kansas City and Chicago stockyards along the Chisholm and other trails, to fuel mining and
Indian fighting, and to satisfy Eastern palates. These drives are also the genesis of the rodeo, cowboys
showing off their skills in such disparate venues as the small town arena and Madison Square Garden.
1866-1870: Re-admittance to the Union by the rebellious Southern states is not automatic. Each State
is administered by a military governor (US Army general) until a new State Constitution is approved
and all officials have pledged written allegiance to the United States of America. The process takes
several years with TN the first readmitted (July 1866) and GA the last (July 1870).
1867: The Territory of Nebraska is admitted to full statehood, stitching a 37th star on the US flag.
• In one of the slickest real estate transactions in history - essentially for pennies on the dollar America acquires Alaska and its indigenous seal and caribou hunters, its ten million lakes and ten
thousand glaciers, countless salmon runs and the magnificent Aurora Borealis, and enough land for not one, not two - but eight US National Parks. Russia has decided to retreat from the hemisphere,
leaving behind depleted sea otter herds, and grand Orthodox churches and the sacred icon art form.
1868: Ulysses S. Grant is elected the 18th President of the United States - unfortunately he made for a
better battlefield general as the Reconstruction Era encourages rampant cronyism and corruption.
1869, May: The Transcontinental Railroad is completed when the Union Pacific RR links up from
the east with the Central Pacific RR from the west, as the "Golden Spike" is driven at Promontory
Point, UT, just NW of Salt Lake City 32. A passenger can now travel from Albany, NY to Albany,
CA in about a week, rather than more than a month by sea from the East Coast, down to Panama, then
up the West Coast to San Francisco. "All aboard!"
• A classic example of period architecture - with wrap-around veranda and gingerbread
exterior molding - is built on Broad Street in Cambridge by John Smith, a Cambridge bank
officer. Years later it becomes the home of the Cambridge Historical Society and Museum.
31 Neither side "wins" the war, leaving over 500,000 dead, wounded, missing on both sides. Stated simply, the
North doesn't lose the Union while the South doesn't gain independence. The CSA labors under severe
handicaps: 1) Each state seeks autonomy yet via a loose confederacy (e.g. TX cares little of VA's needs); 2)
Resource limitations: only one foundry (in Richmond); Rebel telegraphy remains in private hands while Lincoln
nationalizes the North's, enhancing intelligence; only 400 miles of new rails are laid in the South while the
Union adds 4000, to bear troops and supplies quickly into Dixie; 3) Ease of a strangling embargo of Southern
ports (the Anaconda Plan); 4) No foreign ally: the Crown would gladly formally assist, but Britain's commoners
abhor slavery - yet they aid with "cargo" ships built in English ports then outfitted for war on the high seas.
32 The Union Pacific RR derives it name from the Union Army's commanding presence during the Civil War.
Afterward, the railroad industry is led by former West Pointers and becomes the nation's first "big business",
with its component partners, oil and steel. Over the next two decades, 110,000 more miles of track lace the
land, and by 1900 four more transcontinental routes are completed.
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1870's-1880's: The USA is led by another string of so-so presidents: Hayes ('77); Garfield ('81);
Arthur (same year, for the assassinated Garfield); Cleveland ('85); B Harrison ('89, grandson of WH).
Society parallels Mother England's Victorian Age in the East, while beyond the mighty Mississippi
the "Wild West" characterizes American life with an edge as the nation is transfixed by the Indian
Wars on the Northern Plains from Little Big Horn (1876) 33 to Wounded Knee (1890). The oil
industry is centered in Cleveland, steel in Pittsburg, largely for the railroads, as grand and elaborate
RR hotels begin to blanket the nation. Electric subways are tracked below city streets and train tubes
are bored beneath rivers and bays, accelerating modern American civil engineering.
1870: The latest US Census records 38.5 million citizens.
• President Grant decrees Christmas Day a Federal holiday, which becomes an annual event in a
decidedly Christian nation - albeit unofficial - as it was then, is now, and shall be, forever and ever....
1872: While astronomy was born in the eyes of Antiquity and bloomed through Galileo's telescope
250 years ago, the USA joins the global astrophysics club with the first photo of starlight spectra,
Vega's (by H. Draper), and the discovery of the Martian moons, Deimos and Phobos (A. Hall, 1877).
• Yellowstone Park - an ancient super-volcano mostly in Wyoming Territory, with strips of this
natural wonderland spilling over into Idaho and Montana - becomes the first US National Park.
1872-73: The Cambridge Washington Academy is closed and then reopened the next year as the
Cambridge Union of the West District. The Putnam Union School of the East District is opened.
1873, Summer: Cambridge holds a stirring and celebrated Centennial remembrance of the
founding of "The Cambridge District" in 1773, commemorated by the Washington County Post.
• The Panic of 1873 depresses many through post-war over-expansion and silver coinage politics.
1875: "And they're off!" The first Kentucky Derby is run at Churchill Downs 34.
• The first game of American football resembling today's version is played, Tufts University vs.
Harvard, in Cambridge, MA, yielding the popular Super Bowl but creating annual BCS heartburn.
1876: The Cambridge District celebrates America's 100th birthday in patriotic splendor and
zeal, at bandstands and along Main Street, with beer and bunting and blasts of fireworks.
• Colorado enters the Union, # 38, and prides itself to this day as "The Centennial State".
1879: The Jerome B. Rice Seed House and Cambridge's iconic footbridge are completed. A
stone wall is subsequently built beneath, along the brook in front of the Seed House (1883).
1881: The horrors Clara Barton witnessed first hand in the Civil War compels her to establish the
American Red Cross.
• "Tennis, anyone?" The initial US Tennis Open - then called the US Nat'l Championship - is held
in Newport, RI; it moves to Forest Hills in 1915. (The word derives from the French tenir, "to hold".)
1883: The Brooklyn Bridge is completed, the quintessential American engineering marvel of the age.
• With the railroad now the foundation of practically every facet of American life, the nation
divides into four equal time zones to normalize communication and transportation timetables.
1884: Mark Twain's Buck Finn joins Tom Sawyer (1876) in the imaginations of parents and teachers
and kids around the world, teaming with Jumping Frogs ('65), Bret Harte's Outcasts ('69), and Zane
Grey's Purple Sage ('71), bringing to prominence this new genre of Western American Pop Lit.
1885: The Cambridge Hotel and the Union House Hotel are constructed. The Cambridge
Water Works is developed to meet the needs of the growing Village.

•

1886: The Statue of Liberty is erected in New York harbor, all 225 tons of her. But she's a beauty wearing sandals of woman's shoe size 879 - a 250K pound skeleton of steel sheathed in a 180K
pound copper bathrobe, and holding a tablet with July IV, MDCCLXXVI inscribed, while raising some
incendiary device and wearing a party hat with seven rays depicting the seven seas and continents.

•

1889: In a "November rush", Congress approves statehood for four western US Territories: North and
South Dakota (Nov 2), Montana (Nov 8) and Washington (Nov 11); the US flag now bears 42 stars.

33 The bones of George Armstrong Custer - Civil War hero yet Indian Wars goat - repose, not out West in a grassy,
windswept Montana meadow, but beneath an obelisk, beneath the shady old arbors of the West Point cemetery.
34 The Saratoga Race Course predates the Derby, opening in 1863 and moving to its current location in 1864.
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1890's: During the "Gay Nineties", the run of average US presidents continues: Cleveland again ('93,
our only non-consecutive two-term Chief Exec), and McKinley ('97), also gunned down (1901) ...
but succeeded by VP Theodore Roosevelt, one of our great leaders, a pioneering environmentalist, a
wise-use steward of our God-given resources, and a true Progressive in the honest and genuine sense.
• The iron road now reaches along Florida's East Coast, past many miles of sandy beaches, driving
a booming land and tourist industry: Swamps are turned into citrus orchards, and into swimming
pools and golf courses, theme parks and baseball fields. This makes for frequent winter
destinations for many a New Yorker, initially only the wealthy but in time the general populous.
1890: The US Census reports a population of over 63 million residents across the land. Idaho and
Wyoming join the Union as the 43rd and 44th states.
1891: The first game of hoop as we know it today (sort of) is played with peach baskets in
Springfield, MA ... seeding "March Madness" and the NBA, baggy pants and prolific tattoos.
1892: The New York Legislature sets aside 6 million acres to establish Adirondack Park, the
nation's largest state park with its renowned fishing and canoeing lakes, and eventually its
world class ski runs and hockey rinks.
1895: The very first US Open, the second oldest of golFs Grand Slam, is played at the Newport
Country Club in Newport, RI, a 36-hole competition completed in a single day. (The other GS
inception dates: British Open: 1860; PGA Championship: 1916; Augusta Masters: 1943.)
1896: Utah Territory, settled by Mormons in the 1840's, is accepted to statehood, the 45th state.
1897: Decades before Roswell (six years before Kitty Hawk!), the Dallas Morning News runs the
very first account of "extraterrestrials", the crash of an "aircraft" with "alien pilot" aboard, just west
of Ft. Worth. This triggers a new cult: flying cigars, tinfoil hats, Little Green Men and Men in Black.
1898: The "Gilded Age" winds down with another foreign war as the USA drives Spain from the
hemisphere and the Western Pacific, liberating Cuba and the Philippines. The US eventually annexes
Puerto Rico and the US Virgin Islands in the Caribbean, and Guam, American Samoa and the
Northern Marianas in the Western Pacific; today these are America's five Federal Territories j4.
• Though Hawaiians have embraced the Christianity of Western missionaries for decades after
throwing off centuries of idol worship and tribal blood feuds, in a bit of political chicanery, mainland
commercial interests - centered in sugar cane and pineapples - help the Feds wrestle control of the
Islands from the local monarchy. Hawaii - home to the planet's tallest mountain, Mauna Loa/Kea, at
-29,800' base-to-summit - becomes a US Territory and a vital port in the central Pacific for defense
of the US West Coast. Naval yards and ordnance magazines, wooden barracks and the ubiquitous
Quonset huts, Army Air Corps flight lines and US Artillery firing ranges soon populate the Islands.
(The specter of a "day of infamy" lurks silently over the Western horizon, four decades in the future.)
1900: The Federal Census logs 76 million legal American citizens, as Europeans pour into recently
established Ellis Island Immigration 35. Many end up in teeming tenements in central cities, but others
move out to farming and ranching, meat packing, mining and manufacturing, and other livelihoods.
• The 19th century slams shut on the nation with the most devastating loss of life from a natural
disaster in our history, a hurricane with landfall in Galveston, TX, an estimated 6-12,000 lives lost.
1901: The 20th century arrives with the "the good oP Red-White-and-Blue" sporting 45 stars. The
48-star flag is set by 1912, familiar to millions of Americans living today 36. It will fly over the
mustard-gassed trenches of France in the late teens, and later, across the rocky North African desert,
the bloody beaches of Europe and the Pacific, and on the far-off and frozen Korean Peninsula.
Mid-century: Alaska, first managed as a Department of the Army, becomes a Territory in 1912 and a
state in 1959. Hawaii makes for an even 50 in '60, and a nice round number of 100 US senators 37.

34 The residents prefer this status, favoring neither independence nor statehood: all the best from Uncle Sam.
35 All arriving must pass a thorough inspection or be turned back: Medical: good health, teeth, mental; declared
occupation and known destination; and money-in-pocket. The only "handouts" expected? Freedom and Opportunity.
36 Oklahoma statehood is achieved in 1907, New Mexico and Arizona five years later.
37 In a tribute to the Islands' history of original immigrants from, not only Polynesia, but also Europe - the British
by 1820 - the Hawaiian flag is the only one today of our 50 state banners that still features the Union Jack.
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After Word
At the turn of the century, the United States of America found itself on the doorstep of a new world
order and began to shoulder the challenge of global leadership. Through the ensuing decades, from hot
wars to cold, Uncle Sam and allies subdued tyrants, petty and grand, fascist and socialist, liberating
Western Europe twice, the Western Pacific at mid-century, and driving the collapse of the USSR near
century's end. The Patent pioneers of 1761 and the Founders of 1776, like the Unionists of 1865 and the
20th Century Crusaders (Ike Eisenhower's historically accurate term), understood that humanity resides
not in one universe but in two, one of science and one of faith, not parallel but intersecting. And where
they intersect is called truth, a truth of unalienable Rights granted by God, not by men as secularists posit.
These rights survive, however, only by the courage of a people who reject corruption through their free
press, free ideas expressed in a free-market - free also, you hope, of partisan-skewed, tax-payer subsidy.
They also survive in the strength of arms, not by shallow appeasement or guilt-ridden apology, aka moral
vanity. Cherry-picked half-truths that blithely ignore America's complete, bona-fide history yield hollow
rhetoric of an imperial war machine, a view with slender credence given the Framers' call for a civilian
commander-in-chief, not a general or a king. Furthermore, America has proven time and again to be the
most generous nation in the annals of man despite other cultures' abundance of wealth in gold and oil, art
and intellect. Unlike many civilizations of antiquity that flourished by calculated conquest, our nation was
conceived in an ideal of peace, although by need born in war. Consider the power of symbols as
messengers of truth: Which nations bear the scimitar on their flag? And the Mexican eagle? It perches on
a cactus with rattlesnake in beak and claw, another metaphor for militant governance. The American
eagle, in contrast, hovers in midair, clutching arrows (thirteen) in one talon, an olive twig (with thirteen
leaves) in the other. The Founders' point? Old Baldy's head preferentially faces the branch of peace.
Just after the Cambridge Patent was filed, our forefathers were propelled down the path to liberty:
killings on a cobbled Boston street and capricious taxation by the Crown, followed by a declaration of
independence and seven years of open warfare. To the trill and drone of the fife and drum, local farmers
and smiths, millers and merchants took up arms down along the Wallomsac, over at Bemis Heights, the
strife ending only with the Treaty of Paris in 1783. This gave America its hard-earned sovereignty, the
only nation in history to earn self-rule from England in battle. That early span in our history books is
earmarked by several decades either side, the Great Awakening of the 1730's - the roots of revolution and the American Renaissance of the 1840's - the origins of our intellectual and social maturity. Sadly,
four-score after freedom, the country eerily slipped into more bloodshed, but in mid-war slaves were
freed and, after the guns fell silent, the Law of the Land was tweaked a few more times to better level the
playing field for all, while women's suffrage also gained a more resonant voice.
Like Lady Liberty herself, with torch held high, America lifts aloft for the world to see a Wilsonian
"shining city on the hill", yet tempered by Teddy Roosevelt's "speak softly but carry a big stick". Our
free-market capitalist engine is revved by the republican-democracy of Jefferson and Madison through a
gearbox of Judeo-Christian ethics and English Common Law - a gift to the world, not cod-liver oil. To
wit: Before 1900, less than 20 nations were free, yet disparate Eastern cultures as in India, Turkey, Japan
have embraced Western egalitarianism, impartial judiciaries, and open media, forsaking ancient orders for
modernism. As the third millennium has dawned, over 120 of 192 UN members now extol the wisdom of
the American Experiment, of the elders of New York State, and the settlers of the Cambridge Patent.
Freedom Isn 7 Free says the bumper sticker, and our freedom continues to be exacted in blood, with
sacred reminders found for us in the stark ranks and files lining hallowed ground, from Saratoga to
Alexandria, from Normandy to Honolulu's Punch Bowl. "Blessed are the peacemakers", says Matthew
(Mt 5:9), "for they shall be called the sons of God". Yes, diplomacy is one of the noble human pursuits
but we're called to the advice of Norman Schwarzkopf (Desert Shield 1991) that "someone has to look
out for the peacemakers while the peacemakers are out making peace." A new menace looms today,
though, at the doors of free nations everywhere, especially threatening to America, to Mother England
and the Anglosphere and to the State of Israel; yet another story for another time. However, since it's
said that history is written by the winners, one can only hope that the family and friends of Robert W.
Raymond - the children of the Cambridge District - will live to help write the triumphant end to this latest
episode in the onward drumbeat, in the harmonic symphony, of The History of Mankind.
- TMR
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A Cambridge Family Genealogy
Ancestors
* Richard Raymond
Mariner and Freeman
Mass. Bay Colony 1629
* John Raymond
* Samuel Raymond
* Samuel Raymond Jr.
* Eliakim Raymond
* Nathaniel Raymond
* Eliakim Raymond II
Farmers and merchants

Robert Raikes Raymond
(1817-1888)
1837 graduate of Union College.
Philadelphia and Cincinnati journalist;
Brooklyn professor; Hartford and
Syracuse pastor.
Buried at Brooklyn, NY
This portrait hung on the library wall
of 120 West Main Street, Cambridge,
New York, from 1920 to 1972.

William Rice King (1839-1898)
Native of Eagle Bridge
USMA 1863 Civil War Campaigns
Lt. Col. of Engineers Buried at West Point

Charles Walker Raymond (1842-1913)
USMA 1865, #1 in Class Battle of Gettysburg 1863
Brig. General USA, Col. of Engineers Buried at West Point

Cambridge Residents
Robert Rossiter Raymond (1871-1944)
USMA 1893 Col. of Engineers WWI Campaigns
Retired in Cambridge 1920 Buried at West Point

Blossom King Raymond
(1876-1960) Buried at West Point

Also four daughters
•Caroline (1896-1982)
Mary McClellan Hospital
Records Dept.
*Katherine (1897-1975)
Married Cris Burlingame
USMA 1912, Maj. Coast Arty
* Clara (1901-1993)
Married Paul Spangler
Capt USN, Med. Corps
* Virginia (b. 1912)
Married Chester Ott
USMA 1931, Col. Engineers

Robert Rossiter Raymond, Jr. Richard Raymond II
(1899-1953)
(1903-1969)
USMA 1919 Col. Field Artillery
Lt USA Infantry
Ashore at Normandy 1944 Brooklyn, Washington DC 1940s
Buried at West Point
Buried at Ft. Leavenworth
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Charles Walker Raymond II
(1909-1989)
USMA 1931 Col. Field Artillery
Iceland, North Africa, Italy 1942-5 Korea 1953-4
Retired in Cambridge 1961 Buried at West Point

An Anecdote

A 1763 English shilling similar to one pictured
here was unearthed about 1930 from the
backyard of 120 West Main Street, Cambridge,
NY by Bob Raymond's uncle, Richard Raymond.
Hessian troops, mercenaries paid in British Crown
currency, marched through the Cambridge Patent
in 1777 bound for Bennington, but never arrived
there! They likely followed the area's waterways
including the brook 30 paces behind this view
(looking south). One of the soldiers evidentially
dropped the coin where it lay buried for a
century and a half.

Photos: Private collection

Photo: Robert Rossiter Raymond, Sr., c.1935
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Indian Period
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Dutch Period
The Island at the Center of the World, Russell Shorto, Vintage Books, New York, 2005
Colonial Period
Everyday Life in the Massachusetts Bay Colony, George F. Dow, Dover Publications, New York, 1988
The Pequot War, Alfred A. Cave, University of Massachusetts Press, Amherst, MA, 1996
Statehood Period
A Patriot's History of the United States, Larry Schweikart and Michael Allen, Sentinel, New York, 2004
How the States Got Their Shapes, Mark Stein, HarperCollins Publishers, New York, 2008
The Politically Incorrect Guide™ to the Founding Fathers, Brion McClanahan, Regnery Publishing,
Washington, DC, 2009
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Continued from inside front cover
A History of the Cambridge Area by Bob
Raymond (1940-1995) - with additional
insight by the Editor who dovetails local
events with general American history - may
yield some surprising answers. What was
going on around here, when the area's
European ancestors were felling and
planing timber while America's framers and
founders were out there framing and
founding, has been ferreted out of the local
archives and some traditional (but not
revisionist!) history texts, and delivered in a
plain, straightforward narrative that hopes
to resonate with the reader. Although you
feel you already have a good grasp of the
points posed here, a fresh appreciation for
the historical truths and the analysts'
perspectives may embolden you to deftly
pick up the conversation at the next BBQ or
even bounce a nugget or two off that young
student of yours, of our national heritage.
So, if your grandfather was an Ashton or
a Blanchfield, a Clark, Decker, or English,
you may not want to put this down.
Likewise if you're the son of a Cristaldi, a
Dwyer. Gardner, MacDougall or Wallace, or
a daughter of a Foster, a Kent, McKernon,
Schneider or Wilkie, what you find inside
might just send you to "the head of your
class".
Dittos for a Luke, a Tully, a
Severson, for a Marsh, Morse or Moses, a
Perry, Peters, Potvin or Purdy ... or any of
the host of family surnames found in the
annual Cambridge Central yearbook, The
Chieftain. Go Indiansl But we could just as
easily have called ourselves the Flying
Dutchmen,
the
Minutemen
or
the
Statesmen. How so? The answers dwell
within.

New York State History
Indian Period

Dutch Period

Iroquois longhouse, c. 1540

Colonial Period
Peter Stuyvesant, c. 1650

Statehood Period
Battle of Bennington, 1777

Cambridge, New York, Memorial Park, 2009

Price: $20

Proceeds benefit New Skete Monastery and
the Cambridge Historical Society & Museum

